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French
New Fiction
Adam, Olivier. Chanson de la ville silencieuse, 03/01/2018, Flammarion, pp.219, 9782081422032,
£19.00
A young woman travels to Lisbon in search of her father who disappeared 15 years ago and was given for dead
after his car was found near a river. He was a popular, legendary singer.
Adimi, Kaouther. Nos richesses, 15/08/2017, Seuil, 9782021373806, £16.99
Prix Renaudot des lycéens 2017. Algiers, 1935. 20-year-old Edmond Charlot opens a bookshop to promote
young Mediterranean writers, regardless of their language or religion. In 2017, Ryad, a student in Paris, feels
nothing but indifference towards literature. On a trip to Algiers, he is tasked with removing books from some
premises, under the watchful eye of old Abdallah.
Andréa, Jean-Baptiste. Ma reine, 30/08/2017, Iconoclaste, pp.230, 9791095438403, £17.99
Prix du premier roman 2017. Shell is not a child like any other. He lives alone with his parents at a petrol
station. After trying and failing to set fire to the scrubland, his parents decide to place him in an institute. Shell,
however, would prefer to go to war, to prove to them that he is no longer a child.
Assouline, Pierre. Retour à Séfarad, 11/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.448, 9782070197002, £20.99
Pierre Assouline has written a story about his decision to accept Spain’s offer of citizenship granted to
descendants of the Jews who were expelled from Spain in 1492.
Azoulai, Nathalie. Les spectateurs, 04/01/2018, P.O.L, pp.305, 9782818041383, £18.50
1967. A family watches General de Gaulle’s press conference on television. It causes the son to realise what
it means to be an exile, forced to leave his country, language and home.
Bachi, Salim. Un jeune homme en colère, 01/02/2018, Gallimard, pp.208, 9782072727108, £18.00
18-year-old Tristan is angry at everything — books, paintings, girls... Where does this anger come from?
Baqué, Joël. La fonte des glaces, 17/08/2017, P.O.L., pp.282, 9782818013915, £18.99
Louis is a taciturn retiree. After discovering an emperor penguin that he develops a real affection for, he
embarks for the Antarctic.
Beigbeder, Frédéric. Une vie sans fin, 03/01/2018, Grasset, 9782246812616, £22.99
Part love story and part "Science-non-fiction", the narrator wants to become immortal and tries everything
possible to achieve his goal.
Belletto, René. Être, 11/01/2018, P.O.L, pp.288, 9782818044780, £18.50
A literary puzzle in which the protagonist is a painter who no longer paints.
Ben Jelloun, Tahar. La punition, 01/02/2018, Gallimard, pp.160, 9782070178513, £16.00
In March 1965, under the reign of Hassan II, ninety-four students are punished for demonstrating peacefully
in the streets of the big cities of Morocco with nineteen months detention. The narrator is one of them.
Bénech, Clément. Un amour d'espion, 23/08/2017, Flammarion, pp.270, 9782081393264, £21.50
A student is invited to join a young woman in New York to help her unravel the mystery surrounding her
boyfriend Dragan, a Romanian art critic who has been accused of murder.
Berest, Claire & Anne. Gabriële, 23/08/2017, Stock, pp.440, 9782234080324, £22.99
September 1908. 27-year-old Gabriële Buffet, a musician and feminist, meets Francis Picabia, a successful
young painter with a sulphurous reputation.
Besson, Philippe. Un personnage de roman, 07/09/2017, Julliard, pp.247, 9782260030072, £18.99
The story of Emmanuel Macron’s presidential campaign.
Bizon, Paul-Henry. La louve, 31/08/2017, Gallimard, 9782072727573, £19.99
In the Vendée, Camille Vollot and his partner Victoire prefer to go into organic farming rather than take back
the family butchery. They soon have to face the hostility of big cereal farmers and livestock producers. First
novel.
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Blanc-Gras, Julien. Dans le désert, 14/09/2017, Au Diable Vauvert, pp.180, 9791030700336, £15.99
A journalist ventures around the Persian Gulf and discovers a world of fascinating excess, where anything can
happen, the best as well as the worst.
Blas de Roblès, Jean-Marie. Dans l'épaisseur de la chair, 24/08/2017, Zulma, pp.390, 9782843047992,
£20.99
We follow the life of the main character, from the immigration of his Spanish parents until their departure from
Algeria at the beginning of the 60s, and the commitment of the son as a surgeon to the Allies in 1942.
Blondel, Jean-Philippe. La mise à nu, 04/01/2018, Buchet Chastel, pp.249, 9782283030226, £15.50
An aging professor goes to the opening of an exhibition of paintings by Alexandre Laudin - a former student who
has become a celebrity in the art world. He cannot imagine for a moment how this reunion will change his life.
Bonnefoy, Miguel. Sucre noir, 16/08/2017, Rivages, pp.206, 9782743640576, £19.50
In a Caribbean village, Serena Otero is the heir to a sugar plantation and distils the best rum in the region.
Intrepid travellers in search of a 300-year-old treasure regularly visit the plantation.
Bouillier, Grégoire. Le dossier M,: Après et pendant l'amour, 1, 16/08/2017, Flammarion,
pp.872, 9782081414433, £24.50
Prix Décembre 2017. A love story with a mysterious M mixing guns, sex games, money, the urge to kill or
commit suicide, lies, passion, laughter or tears.
Breteau, Fleur. L'amour, accessoires, 12/10/2017, Verticales, pp.275, 9782072737077, £19.99
The narrator, who works in a sex shop, collects the confessions of thousands of people, their relationship
anxieties, their loneliness and intimacy.
Bussi, Michel. On la trouvait plutôt jolie, 12/10/2017, Presses de la Cité, pp.462, 9782258145344,
£22.99
Leyli from Mali arrived in Marseilles a few years ago. She is a mother of three children and works as a cleaner
in a hotel. One day her daughter is accused of having murdered a charity worker who helps migrants.
Caron, Emmanuelle. Tous les âges me diront bienheureuse, 23/08/2017, Grasset, pp.272,
9782246813620, £19.99
A dying elderly woman reveals her personal story. A novel which takes us through the Russian and Soviet
tragedies from the upheavals of the civil war in 1917 until the present day.
Causse, Jean-Gabriel. Les crayons de couleur, 13/09/2017, Flammarion, pp.336, 9782081411487,
£18.99
Arthur, a former alcoholic trader, works in a factory producing coloured pencils; Charlotte, a blind woman, is
a specialist in colours. When colour disappears from the planet, they decide to ally themselves to save people
from depression.
Cérésa, François. L'une et l'autre, 07/02/2018, Editions du Rocher, pp.224, 9782268096681, £19.50
One New Year’s Eve, a middle aged couple welcome a woman into their house who is a younger version of the
wife and looks the way she did at the age of 30.
Chalandon, Sorj. Le jour d'avant, 16/08/2017, Grasset, pp.331, 9782246813804, £22.99
Forty years after the mining disaster which took the life of his brother, Michel returns to the North to punish
the person responsible for the negligence.
Chevillard, Eric. L'autofictif ultraconfidentiel, 18/01/2018, L'Arbre Vengeur, pp.1211, 9791091504652,
£29.00
The diary of Chevillard is funny, sometimes insolent, but always spiritual.
—— Défense de Prosper Brouillon, 14/09/2017, Noir sur Blanc, pp.101, 9782882504845, £14.99
Eric Chevillard has reconstructed a false and delirious novel made up of sentences taken from various writers.
An ironic text against institutionalised and self-satisfied literature.
Ciriez, Frédéric. BettieBook, 04/01/2018, Escales, pp.192, 9782072762932, £17.99
A thriller set in the cultural industry.
Coatalem, Jean-Luc. Mes pas vont ailleurs, 23/08/2017, Stock, pp.280, 9782234081178, £19.99
Prix Femina essai 2017. The writer returns to his life, his memories, his travels, his writings and his connection
with Victor Segalen whose travels and literary work echo his own life.
Cusset, Catherine. Vie de David Hockney, 11/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.185, 9782072753329, £18.50
This fictional biography paints an intimate and moving portrait of the most famous living English painter.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Daoud, Kamel. Zabor ou Les psaumes, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.328, 9782330081737, £19.99
A boy who has lost his mother and been sidelined by his father, immerses himself in books and writing. One
evening, his half-brother calls him to the bedside of his dying father.
Darrieussecq, Marie. Notre vie dans les forêts, 17/08/2017, POL, pp.188, 9782818043660, £16.50
A psychotherapist lives hidden in the forest along with her clone, far from a menacing society.
Delecroix, Vincent. Ascension, 24/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.624, 9782072741319, £23.99
Chaïm Rosenzweig, a writer of no great success, is chosen by NASA to be part of the crew of a space shuttle.
Chaim embarks aboard the shuttle with cosmonauts dubious about the usefulness of his presence.
Delmaire, Julien. Minuit Montmartre, 23/08/2017, Grasset, pp.213, 9782246813156, £18.99
Montmartre, 1909. Masseida, a young black woman with a painful past, wanders through the dark streets.
One day, she knocks on the door of the painter Théophile Alexandre Steinlen. She becomes his model and last
love.
Desbiolles, Maryline. Rupture, 03/01/2018, Flammarion, pp.118, 9782081414204, £16.50
The story of a challenging love affair between a young labourer and the daughter of a well-off land owner.
Désérable, François-Henri. Un certain M. Piekielny, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.258, 9782072741418,
£19.50
As a child, the writer Romain Gary promised his neighbour that he would mention his name to the many
personalities he would meet in his life. He never failed to do so. But who was this mysterious M. Piekielny?
Deville, Patrick. Taba Taba, 17/08/2017, Seuil, pp.429, 9782021247466, £20.99
Having lived for eight years in a psychiatric hospital administered by his father, a man remembers his childhood
among the patients. He particularly evokes a Malagasy, with whom he became friends.
Dicker, Joël. La disparition de Stéphanie Mailer, 07/03/2018, Editions de Fallois, pp.650, 9791032102008,
£24.50
Twenty years after the murder of the Mayor and his family in a small, quiet Hamptons resort in the state of
New York, a journalist by the name of Stephanie Mailer tells the Police that the wrong person was convicted,
shortly before disappearing herself.
Didierlaurent, Jean-Paul. La fissure, 18/01/2018, Au Diable Vauvert, pp.327, 9791030701722, £18.50
Xavier Barthoux leads a quiet life between his customers, his wife, his dog and his second home in the
Cevennes. But when he discovers a crack in the wall of his house, his whole universe begins to collapse.
Dion, Cyril. Imago, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.210, 9782330081744, £18.99
Between Rafah and Paris, the long journey of Nadr, a 30-year-old Palestinian pacifist who joined the jihad
forces to save his brother. First novel.
Dreyfus, Pauline. Le déjeuner des barricades, 23/08/2017, Grasset, pp.231, 9782246813477, £19.99
A mundane Huis clos set in the Paris of May 1968. Dali and his wife Gala, Paul Getty, Franck, Paul Morand,
Blondin and Modiano are the characters of this funny novel.
Ducrozet, Pierre. L'invention des corps, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.301, 9782330081751, £21.50
Prix de Flore 2017. After having survived the abduction of Iguala on the night of 26th September 2014, the
young Alvaro flees Mexico to find himself in Silicon Valley giving in transhumanism.
Dugain, Marc. Ils vont tuer Robert Kennedy, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, 9782072697104, £22.50
In Vancouver, a professor of contemporary history is convinced that the brutal death of his parents,
successively in 1967 and 1968, is linked to the assassination of an American politician in June 1968.
El Khoury, Olivier. La surface de réparation, 17/08/2017, Noir sur Blanc, pp.149, 9782882504838,
£15.99
A young Belgian inherits from his father his passion for the football club of Bruges to which he binds all his
personal failures.
Elkaim, Olivia. Je suis Jeanne Hébuterne, 23/08/2017, Stock, pp.239, 9782234079700, £19.50
In 1916, Jeanne Hébuterne wants to emancipate herself from her parents and her brother to become a
painter. She meets Amedeo Modigliani, fifteen years her elder, an artist living in misery in Montparnasse.
Fargues, Nicolas. Je ne suis pas une héroïne, 04/01/2018, P.O.L, pp.262, 9782818044735, £17.50
The narrator is Géralde, a young black woman in her 30s, whose love life is complicated. A reflection on
societies, French identity, on passion and loneliness.
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Ferney, Alice. Les Bourgeois, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.349, 9782330081775, £21.99
The story of the Bourgeois, a rich French family who are patriotic, Catholic and conservative.
Fombelle, Timothée de. Neverland, 30/08/2017, L'Iconoclaste, pp.116, 9791095438397, £17.50
Both adventure and memory book, Neverland is the story of a journey to the lost country of childhood.
Fontaine, Brigitte. L'onyx rose, 01/11/2017, Flammarion, pp.129, 9782081375406, £17.50
A novel of ordinary and extraordinary adventures written in the delirious prose of Brigitte Fontaine.
Gallay, Claudie. La beauté des jours, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.403, 9782330081768, £22.00
Jeanne has a stable job, a caring husband and two daughters. She is passionate about the performer Marina
Abramovic, who gives an important place to the unexpected in her art. This unexpected that Jeanne invites and
welcomes, one summer, into her daily life.
Garde, François. Marcher à Kerguelen, 08/02/2018, Gallimard, pp.240, 9782070148851, £19.50
For twenty-five days, in the rain, the wind and the cold, in the absence of any path and unsupported, François
Garde and his companions cross the Kerguelen Islands on foot.
Giraud, Brigitte. Un loup pour l'homme, 23/08/2017, pp.245, 9782081389168, £21.50
In 1960, Antoine is called to Algeria. He works in a military hospital where he meets Oscar, a young amputee.
A friendship grows between the two men around the unspeakable horror of war.
Godard, Anne. Une chance folle, 07/09/2017, Minuit, pp.141, 9782707343673, £14.99
Magda is a young woman who, as a child, suffered burns to some parts of her body as a result of a domestic
accident. The scars are an important part of this novel as they strongly influence Magda in her relationships
with others and her family.
Gouvenain, Marc de. Le témoin des Salomon, 06/09/2017, Arthaud, pp.320, 9782081404441, £10.50
A fifty-year-old woman settles on the Solomon Islands. In a certain solitude, she begins an introspection that
allows her to free herself from a lost love and to invent a future.
Guenassia, Jean-Michel. De l'influence de David Bowie sur la destinée des jeunes filles, 23/08/2017,
Albin Michel, pp.327, 9782226399137, £21.50
Paul is a 17 year old androgynous man, raised by two women, in search of his true identity and his biological
father.
Guez, Olivier. La disparition de Josef Mengele, 16/08/2017, Grasset, pp.240, 9782246855873, £19.50
Prix Renaudot 2017. 1949, Josef Mengele arrives in Argentina. This Former SS doctor in Auschwitz, guilty of
atrocious experiments on the deportees, believes he can reinvent himself in South America.
Gunzig, Thomas. La vie sauvage, 31/08/2017, Au Diable Vauvert, pp.324, 9782846269612, £18.99
After having been the only survivor of a plane crash, Charles spent fifteen years in the jungle of Central Africa.
Found by Google, he is repatriated to Belgium and discovers a polluted urban world.
Haenel, Yannick. Tiens ferme ta couronne, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.333, 9782070177875, £20.00
Prix Médicis 2017. While no producer is interested in his script on the life of Herman Melville, the narrator
meets a famous filmmaker in New York, and a series of incredible adventures ensue.
Humbert, Fabrice. Comment vivre en héros?, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.413, 9782072741197, £21.50
Tristan Riviere is the son of a factory worker obsessed with the idea of heroism. The story suggests three
different life paths depending on his choices and the circumstances.
Hussain, Fawaz. Le rêveur des bords du Tigre, 12/10/2017, Les Escales, pp.171, 9782365693394, £17.50
In his fifties, Farzand leaves Paris where he has spent half of his life. He wants to go home to Amoudé, a lost
village in Syria on the border with Turkey, caught in the fire and blood of the Arab Spring.
Ionesco, Eva. Innocence, 23/08/2017, Grasset, pp.425, 9782246858386, £22.99
From the age of 4, Eva’s mother isolated her from her father, manipulated and used her as an erotic model
for the photographs that she was selling. During this period the little girl awaits her father as a saviour.
Izner, Claude. Les premieres enquetes de victor Legris, 02/11/2017, 10/18, pp.855, 9782264072009,
£15.99
These first cases will lead Inspector Legris to investigate a series of unexplained deaths at the Paris World Expo,
a strange disappearance in the Père-Lachaise cemetery, as well as the murder of a young girl, found disfigured.
Jablonka, Ivan. En camping-car, 04/01/2018, Seuil, pp.180, 9782021361612, £17.50
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Ivan Jablonka evokes his childhood and the motorhome that took him and his family to several destinations. He
sketches a socio-history of these experiences, turning this autobiography into a collective narrative and the
portrait of an era.
Jaenada, Philippe. La serpe, 17/08/2017, Julliard, pp.648, 9782260029397, £24.50
Prix Femina 2017. The fictional account of the life of Georges Arnaud, writer of "Salaire de la peur" who was
accused and later acquitted of the mysterious murder of his family.
Jauffret, Régis. Microfictions, 11/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.1024, 9782070197682, £23.99
Five hundred little stories in which the mundanity of every life meets love, cruelty and drama.
Jenni, Alexis. La conquête des îles de la terre ferme, 05/10/2017, Gallimard, pp.416, 9782072733345,
£21.50
A novel that traces the slow progression of the conquistadors towards the highlands to meet the Aztec ruler
Moctezuma.
Kalouaz, Ahmed. J'arrivais pas à dormir, 15/02/2018, Le Mot et le Reste, pp.132, 9782360545094,
£15.00
The author shares his impressions and encounters as a wanderer and his observations as a writer.
Kernel, Brigitte. Jours brûlants à Key West, 03/01/2018, Flammarion, pp.270, 9782081411234, £20.50
April 1955, Françoise Sagan is on a promotional tour in the United States on the occasion of the American
release of Bonjour Tristesse. Tired by the interviews, she doesn't want to leave her hotel room. Tennessee
Williams invites her to Key West.
Kiner, Aline. La nuit des béguines, 24/08/2017, Liana Levi, pp.329, 9782867469466, £23.50
Paris, 1310. Maheut takes refuge in the royal beguinage in order to avoid a forced marriage. Her arrival is not
welcomed by the majority of the women and Ysabel, the head of the hospital, decides to protect her.
Lafon, Lola. Mercy, Mary, Patty, 16/08/2017, Actes Sud, pp.233, 9782330081782, £19.50
In 1974, Patricia, the granddaughter of the famous press tycoon William Randolph Hearst, was kidnapped by
a small group of revolutionaries and ultimately joined the cause. A review of the Hearst affair and its media
impact.
Lafon, Marie-Hélène. Nos vies, 24/08/2017, Buchet Chastel, pp.182, 9782283029763, £15.99
In a Parisian supermarket in the 13th arrondissement, a lonely retired woman observes a check-out lady and
a regular customer. She imagines their lives, past, present and future. She also revisits her own existence.
Larher, Erwan. Le livre que je ne voulais pas écrire, 24/08/2017, Quidam éditeur, pp.259,
9782374910635, £19.99
A literary testimony on the Bataclan attack in November 2015. The writer, wounded during the events, evokes
the absurdity, the violence and the emotion provoked by the terrorist assassinations.
Laroui, Fouad. L'insoumise de la Porte de Flandre, 17/08/2017, Julliard, pp.131, 9782260030416, £18.50
Every day Fatima leaves her neighbourhood protected by her hijab, she then sneaks into a building to put on
a western outfit and head towards a sex shop. Fawzi, a neighbour secretly in love with her slowly discovers her
secret...
Laurens, Camille. La petite danseuse de quatorze ans, 30/08/2017, Stock, pp.173, 9782234069282,
£18.99
At the age of 14, Marie Geneviève Van Goethem, a dancer at the Opera, became the model for the famous
sculpture by Degas, a work that the public considered ugly and repulsive. The author reviews the difficult life
of the teenager.
Le Clézio, Jean-Marie-Gustave. Alma, 05/10/2017, Gallimard, pp.352, 9782072746468, £21.00
Jeremie Falsen travels to Mauritius where his family have roots going back many generations to investigate their
links to slavery.
Le, Linda. Héroïne, 04/10/2017, Christian Bourgois, pp.217, 9782267030426, £19.99
The story of three women who embody Vietnam in exile.
Legardinier, Gilles. Une fois dans ma vie, 04/10/2017, Flammarion, pp.430, 9782081416925, £20.50
The story of three women and the theatre troupe that brings them together.
Lemaitre, Pierre. Couleurs de l'incendie, 03/01/2018, Albin Michel, 9782226392121, £24.50
The second part of the trilogy inaugurated with Au revoir là-haut, Prix Goncourt 2013. February 1927.
Madeleine must take the head of her father's financial empire but destiny decides otherwise.
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Levrier-Thomson, Jocelyne. Ce que Smithers écrivit, 03/07/2017, Société des Ecrivains, pp.302,
9782342153941, £15.99
Set on the Normandy coast, this is the story of a friendship between two women and also the story of France,
the past, the Second World War and the years of Collaboration.
Levy, Marianne. La malédiction de la zone de confort, 11/10/2017, Pygmalion, pp.400, 9782756419138,
£23.99
After 763 unsuccessful auditions Rose finally lands a big role in the TV series of the year. She meets a
scriptwriter who has lost his inspiration.
Loison, Laurent. Cyanure, 21/09/2017, Hugo et Compagnie, pp.440, 9782755635683, £20.50
Always assisted by his accomplice Emmanuelle de Quezac and captain Loïc Gerbaud, the famous and
impetuous Florent Bargamont is immersed in a complicated investigation, this time very different from the
usual macabre scenes that are his specialty.
Majdalani, Charif. Empereur à pied, 17/08/2017, Seuil, pp.392, 9782021372502, £20.99
The story of Khanjar Jbeli, the "Emperor on foot", founder of a dynasty in the mid-19th century. He decrees
that only the eldest sons of each branch can marry and have children.
Mathieu-Daudé, Agnès. L'ombre sur la lune, 24/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.200, 9782072735530, £17.99
The theft of a painting brings together a very tall Chinese woman, a Sicilian man who killed his wife and a
museum employee who is convinced he is the look-alike of a famous footballer.
Matthieussent, Brice. Identités françaises, 17/09/2017, Phébus, pp.304, 9782752911209, £19.99
Against the prisons of fascism and terrorism, this novel pays homage, with humour, to the imagination through
a series of embedded stories depicting the adventures of Ribouldingue and Pataques.
Millet, Catherine. Avec D. H. Lawrence, 20/09/2017, Flammarion, pp.300, 9782081372610, £24.50
Catherine Millet pays tribute to the writer DH. Lawrence who was a contemporary of the suffragettes and an
admirer of wide open spaces.
Modiano, Patrick. Nos débuts dans la vie, 26/10/2017, Gallimard, pp.96, 9782072746369, £11.50
A play where the rehearsal of "La Mouette", the past, the future and dreams are staged together.
—— Souvenirs dormants, 26/10/2017, Gallimard, pp.108, 9782072746314, £14.50
Modiano evokes a few encounters of his youth.
Morgiève, Richard. Les hommes, 24/08/2017, J.Losfeld, pp.368, 9782072731747, £23.99
The story of Mietek, a small gangster as tender as he is rough, is in love with a woman who cannot love him.
It is also a hymn to the men of the 1950s and 1960s.
Morin, Pascal. Une mer d'huile, 16/08/2017, Rouergue, pp.126, 9782812614378, £14.99
Danielle, a retired neurologist, is spending the month of August in her holiday home on the French Riviera. She
welcomes her son, a divorced psychiatrist, and her grandson, a student. She also hires Prisca, a young
housekeeper who is a little mysterious.
Noël, James. Belle merveille, 24/08/2017, Zulma, pp.149, 9782843048012, £16.99
Between Amore et Bernard, it was love at first sight: Amore extracted Bernard from the chaos of a post seismic
city by offering him a trip to Rome. First novel.
Nothomb, Amélie. Frappe-toi le coeur, 23/08/2017, Albin Michel, pp.168, 9782226399168, £18.50
The new novel by A. Nothomb, built around a quote from Musset.
Olmi, Véronique. Bakhita, 23/08/2017, Albin Michel, pp.455, 9782226393227, £24.99
Prix Patrimoines 2017. Bakhita, born in Darfur in the mid-nineteenth century, was kidnapped by slave traders
at the age of seven. Resold on slave markets, she will be bought by an Italian consul. Later placed with the nuns,
she will become a sister.
Ormesson, Jean d'. Et moi, je vis toujours, 11/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.280, 9782072744303, £19.00
From Prehistory to Modern Times, the narrator visits several thousand years of history, literature and science.
Pancol, Katherine. Trois baisers, 04/10/2017, Albin Michel, pp.850, 9782226392046, £26.99
Stella wonders about the reality of her feelings for Adrian, Elena is preparing her revenge, Hortense wants to
succeed with her first fashion show and Junior reveals her paranormal powers.
Pancrazi, Jean-Noël. Je voulais leur dire mon amour, 04/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.130, 9782072752353,
£11.99
Fifty years after being forced to leave suddenly, the narrator returns to his native country, Algeria.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Parot, Jean-François. Le prince de Cochinchine, 18/10/2017, JC Lattès, pp.444, 9782709658454,
£19.99
1787. Nicolas Le Floch leads a new investigation in which he will meet his friend Pigneau de Behaine, bishop
of Adran, who came to negotiate a treaty between the King of Cochin China and France.
Plamondon, Eric. Taqawan, 04/01/2018, Quidam, pp.196, 9782374910789, £20.00
Following a riot on an Indian reserve in Quebec, Eric Plamondon weaves the canvas of his novel.
Pollet-Villard, Philippe. L'enfant-mouche, 23/08/2017, Flammarion, pp.420, 9782081284722, £23.50
The portrait of Mary, a young orphan under the Occupation, who lives in a small village in Champagne. Her
daily life is made of meanness and violence. When she ventures to the German side, she discovers a different
world.
Pouchet, Victor. Pourquoi les oiseaux meurent, 07/09/2017, Finitudes Editions, pp.192,
9782363390851, £16.50
It rained birds in Haute-Normandy and obviously no one cared. Barely a few lines in the local press. Only a
young Parisian, just to escape his thesis, is passionate about the phenomenon.
Puértolas, Romain. Un détective très très très spécial, 21/09/2017, La Joie de Lire, pp.137,
9782889083800, £14.99
A detective with special needs investigates the mysterious death of a patient in a re-education centre.
Raphaël, Thomas. J'aime le sexe mais je préfère la pizza, 13/09/2017, Flammarion,
pp.272, 9782081417090, £20.50
A collection of fifteen autobiographical chronicles and humoristic stories.
Ravey, Yves. Trois jours chez ma tante, 07/09/2017, Minuit, pp.187, 9782707343598, £15.99
An elderly lady announces to her nephew that she is putting an end to her monthly transfer and that she is
thinking of disinheriting him. A lively discussion then begins between them.
Récondo, Léonor de. Point cardinal, 24/08/2017, Wespieser, pp.232, 9782848052267, £20.99
The lives of Solange and Laurent change over the course of a weekend after Laurent starts to dress as a
woman.
Reinhardt, Eric. La chambre des époux, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.173, 9782070197200, £15.50
Nicolas is a music composer. His wife, Mathilde, learns that she has a breast cancer. As he prepares to leave
his work in order to take care for her, she encourages him to complete the symphony he has begun. Every
evening Nicolas plays this symphony to Mathilde.
Rheims, Nathalie. Ma vie sans moi, roman, 23/08/2017, Léo Scheer, pp.187, 9782756111728, £17.50
Nathalie Rheims visits the dentist for a major operation where she agrees to test a new product. A very unusual
side effect soon appears, she realizes that she has the ability to travel in time and to change certain details of
her life.
Rondeau, Daniel. Mécaniques du chaos, 16/08/2017, Grasset, pp.464, 9782246688310, £23.50
Prix de l'Académie française 2017. Several characters cross paths in Tunisia, Libya, Malta, and in the suburbs
of Paris to gradually build up, like a patchwork, a story of money and terrorism.
Sabolo, Monica. Summer, 23/08/2017, Lattès, pp.320, 9782709659826, £20.50
Summer, 19, disappears during a picnic on the shore of Lake Geneva. Twenty-five years later, his brother
decides to investigate and discovers the secrets of a family frozen in appearances.
Schmitt, Eric-Emmanuel. La vengeance du pardon, 30/08/2017, Albin Michel, pp.300, 9782226399199,
£22.20
Four stories about forgiveness. Two twin sisters who hate each other, a candid girl seduced by an evil man, a
mother visiting the murderer of her son in prison, and an old man who committed a war crime.
Seigle, Jean-Luc. Femme à la mobylette, 23/08/2017, Flammarion, pp.238, 9782081378681, £21.50
The novel features Reine and her three children who can no longer cope with the everyday life and their lack
of money. Their situation gets worse every day until a blue motorbike gives hope to the family.
Sels, Véronique. La ballerine aux gros seins, 17/01/2018, Arthaud, pp.234, 9782081418424, £19.50
Through the story of a ballerina with large breasts, this novel questions our relation with the female body and
the place given to it in Western society.
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Silla, Karine. L'absente de Noël, 23/08/2017, Editions de l'Observatoire, pp.439, 9791032900741,
£24.50
20-year-old Sophie went to Dakar to volunteer at an orphanage. When she is expected to go home for
Christmas, she does not come back. All her family decide to go to Senegal to find her.
Spitzer, Sébastien. Ces rêves qu'on piétine, 23/08/2017, Editions de l'Observatoire, pp.304,
9791032900710, £22.50
Germany, 1945. The paths cross of Magda Goebbels, the most powerful woman in the Third Reich, and Ava,
child of Auschwitz. As the allies progress, the former plunges into the abyss of Nazi madness while the second
tries to escape from her destiny.
Thomas, Chantal. Souvenirs de la marée basse, 17/08/2017, Seuil, pp.222, 9782021343151, £18.99
A poetic and dreamy return to the author's childhood, a collection of memories of the beach and her mother.
Toussaint, Jean-Philippe. Made in China, 14/09/2017, Minuit, pp.187, 9782707343796, £15.99
The author recounts his many trips to China in the early 2000s, his friendship with publisher Chen Tong and
the shooting of his film The Honey Dress.
Venet, Emmanuel. J'aurai tant aimé, 07/02/2018, JC Lattès, pp.158, 9782709659819, £14.99
480 evocations of ordinary and universal situations carrying subtle emotions.
Verger, Fréderic. Les rêveuses, 24/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.443, 9782072739194, £21.50
In May1940, a 17-year-old German soldier engaged in the French army, steals the papers of a dead man to
escape execution. When he thinks himself saved, the military authorities repatriate him to the family supposed
to be his.
Vigan, Delphine de. Les loyautés, 03/01/2018, JC Lattès, 9782709661584, £17.99
Hélène, a secondary school teacher, is worried about one of her pupils who could be in danger amongst his
family members.
Vinson, Sigolène. Les jouisseurs, 23/08/2017, Editions de l'Observatoire, pp.181, 9791032900437,
£18.99
A writer steals a robot to write his novel while his wife escapes reality with psychotropic drugs. We also follow
in parallel the story of a couple in Morocco.
Werber, Bernard. Depuis l'au-delà, 04/10/2017, Albin Michel, pp.448, 9782226400307, £23.99
A crime in which the victim and the investigator are the same person. The soul of Gabriel wakes up to discover
he has been murdered. Finding help from a medium and the ghost of his grandfather, Gabriel goes to hunt
down his murderer.
Winckler, Martin. Les histoires de Franz, 17/08/2017, POL, pp.525, 9782818042960, £22.99
The adventures of the Farkas family, between 1965 and 1970. Abraham became a doctor, Claire and her
friends are activists, Luciane emancipates herself, and Franz maintains a correspondence with a mysterious
interlocutor.
Wolkenstein, Julie. Les vacances, 17/08/2017, POL, pp.368, 9782818042663, £19.99
In 1952 Eric Rohmer directed his first feature film, inspired by Les petites filles modèles but the film disappears.
In 2016, Sophie is a professor specialising in the Countess of Ségur. Paul, a student, devotes his thesis to
untraceable films.
Ytak, Cathy. D'un trait de fusain, 21/09/2017, Talents Hauts, pp.256, 9782362661976, £14.99
It's in the 90s that the general public "discovers" the AIDS epidemic and organisations such as Act'Up are
emerging to warn against the disease. It is in this context that the characters of this story evolve, between the
relative recklessness of their youth and the events that will gradually interfere with their friendship.
Zarca, Johann. Paname Underground, 12/10/2017, 9791096906048, £15.99
Prix de Flore 2017. Zarca takes us behind the scenes of the underground Paris guide he has been writing since
2016, from forbidden catacombs to the Chapelle drug addicts and the Barbes gangsters. When he escapes a
murder attempt, his exploration turns into a hunt…
Zeniter, Alice. L'art de perdre, 16/08/2017, Flammarion, pp.505, 9782081395534, £22.00
Prix Goncourt des lycéens 2017, Prix littéraire du "Monde" 2017, Prix des Libraires de Nancy. The writer tells
the fate of the successive generations of her family who always remained silent about their Algerian origins.
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Reprints
Assouline, Pierre. Golem, 08/06/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.272, 9782072723704, £8.50
Chess champion Gustave Meyer sees his life turned upside down when he is accused of murdering his ex-wife.
Audeguy, Stéphane. Histoire du lion Personne, 25/08/2017, Points, pp.165, 9782757868829, £7.99
Prix du roman historique 2017. The fictional story of the lion "Personne" who lived in Senegal and France,
arriving at the menagerie of Versailles in 1786 until his death in 1796. This epic is told from the point of view
of the animal.
Avit, Clélie. Gardiens des feux: La saga des quatre éléments, vol. 3, 18/10/2017, Livre de Poche,
9782253083047, £11.50
Eriana discovers that her role in the prophecy has been misinterpreted and that she must actually unite the
Communities against the Velpa.
Barde-Cabuçon, Olivier. Le détective de Freud, 16/08/2017, Babel, pp.410, 9782330081546, £11.50
In 1911, the young doctor Du Barrail was commissioned by Sigmund Freud to investigate the death of one of
his colleagues. An investigation in the world of early psychoanalysis.
Ben Jelloun, Tahar. Le mariage de plaisir, 02/11/2017, Gallimard, pp.272, 9782072716195, £7.99
The story of Amir, a prosperous merchant from Fez, who has a "temporary wife" called Nabu, a Peul woman
from Dakar.
Benacquista, Tonino. Romanesque, 01/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.288, 9782072762284, £8.50
A French couple on the run in the United States go to the theatre to see a classic. The play tells the story of a
couple in the Middle Ages who refused to submit to the law and were condemned to death. Little by little, the
spectators sought by the police merge with the characters on stage.
Benech, Clément. Lève-toi et charme, 04/10/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.188, 9782290126493, £8.99
A student moves to Berlin to finish his thesis. There, our young hero takes life as it comes, convinced that
something will always happen. And, indeed, thanks to his cat and a laundromat, he will meet Dora.
Berrouka, Karim. Le club des punks contre l'apocalypse zombie, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.412,
9782290149737, £10.99
The zombies have invaded Paris. A group of punks decides to take advantage of the situation to fly the
anarchist flag on the Eiffel Tower.
Besson, Philippe. Arrête avec tes mensonges, 11/01/2018, Julliard, pp.120, 9782264071989, £8.50
Prix Maison de la Presse 2017. Philippe Besson tells his heartbreaking secret love story with Thomas Andrieu
, the outcome of which is tragic.
Blonde, Didier. Leïlah Mahi 1932, 02/11/2017, pp.160, 9782072715990, £7.50
Prix Renaudot Essai 2015. In the Père-Lachaise cemetery the narrator discovers the picture of a woman
wearing a turban on a funerary plate. Under the photo, a name: Leïlah Mahi and a single date: August 12,
1932. The narrator wants to find out more about her.
Bobin, Christian. L'homme-joie, 31/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.164, 9782072733659, £7.50
Fifteen short stories about loved ones, encounters, emblematic figures and visions. Short paragraphs,
sometimes handwritten, as well as a letter to the woman loved and lost, are inserted between the texts.
Boley, Guy. Fils du feu, 15/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.160, 9782072724107, £6.99
Françoise Sagan Prize 2017. A coming-of-age story with scents of nostalgia.
Bombardier, Denise. Plus folles que ça tu meurs!, 03/01/2018, J'ai Lu, pp.288, 9782290153956, £9.99
Five independent and uninhibited friends. They have succeeded at everything except their love lives, which are
hectic and disastrous. A lovely and funny novel.
Bouraoui, Nina. Beaux rivages, 23/08/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253070467, £8.99
This is the story of the end of a relationship. After eight years Adrian leaves A. for another woman. A book that
the author admits she has written for all people who have suffered heartbreak.
Bourdin, Françoise. Au nom du père, 07/09/2017, Pocket, pp.339, 9782266269421, £8.99
Gabriel Larcher reigns over his family, deeply influencing the destinies of his two sons and his daughter. They
seem happy and united. Yet the three children hide their emotional wounds, and their mother has a heavy
secret.
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Bove, Emmanuel. Un homme qui savait, 05/10/2017, La Petite Vermillon, pp.224, 9782710385431,
£8.50
Who is Maurice Lesca really? He lives with his sister in a small apartment in the rue de Rivoli. He is fifty-seven,
a former doctor. He is very poor. He lives a quiet life, but we may be mistaken about this man.
Bussi, Michel. Le temps est assassin, 02/11/2017, Pocket, pp.624, 9782266280723, £11.50
BESTSELLER. A woman returns to the scene of a car accident in which she was the only survivor.
Carayon, Christian. Un souffle, une ombre, 08/06/2017, Pocket, pp.571, 9782266275224, £10.50
On a Saturday evening the annual festival is in full swing. Justine asks her parents’ permission to camp on the
islet with her cousin and two classmates. The next day, the adolescents’ dead bodies are discovered.
Carrère, Emmanuel. Il est avantageux d’avoir où aller, 24/08/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.536,
9782072723353, £8.99
Collection of 25 years of press articles by Emmanuel Carrère.
Castillon, Clare. Les pêchers, 02/11/2017, Points, pp.161, 9782757861295, £6.99
Tamara agrees to marry Claude who can offer her a stable life and comfort. Yet in her heart she still misses
another man...
Clavel, Fabien. Feuillets de cuivre, 05/10/2017, Libretto, pp.322, 9782369143802, £11.99
Paris, 1872. The dead body of a prostitute is found in a dark alley, the first of a long series of murders with
esoteric resonances. An atypical detective with an excellent literary knowledge is in charge of the investigation.
Clermont-Tonnerre, Adélaïde de. Le dernier des nôtres, 23/08/2017, Livre de Poche,
9782253070504, £9.99
BESTSELLER. Werner Zilch, adopted by a middle-class couple, dreams of conquering New York. He falls in
love with Rebecca Lynch, a young artist and rich heiress. Their passionate love leads them into a bustling city
in the era of Warhol, Patti Smith and Bob Dylan. But when Judith's mother sees him for the first time, she
collapses. Prix de l'Académie française 2016
Colic, Velibor. Manuel d'exil - Comment réussir son exil en trente-cinq leçons, 02/11/2017, Folio
Gallimard, pp.240, 9782072744723, £8.50
After deserting the Bosnian army, the narrator finds himself without money or friends, not speaking French, in
a refugee home. Using poetic language, full of fantasy and humour, yet without pity, Velibor Colic describes the
condition of refugees.
Constant, Paul. Des chauves-souris, des singes et des hommes, 07/09/2017, Folio Gallimard,
9782072716249, £7.99
Near the Ebola river,the Boutouls are preparing a feast to share the remains of a gorilla. When they arrive in
the village a Belgian doctor, an ethnologist, and a group of primatologists witness the emergence of a terrible
epidemic.
Cossé, Laurence. La Grande Arche, 24/08/2017, Gallimard, 9782072720192, £8.50
A story based around the monument of La Grande Arche and all the human and political drama which
surrounded its construction.
Cusset, Catherine. L'autre qu'on adorait, 04/01/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.320, 9782072761935, £8.99
This novel follows Thomas, who was the lover and then close friend of the narrator. Brilliant, charming, he lives
his loves, dreams and disappointments intensely. What curse could have led him, first in France and then in the
ruthless American university circle, to make mistakes to the point of destroying all hope for the future?
Decoin, Didier. Le bureau des jardins et des étangs, 10/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.384,
9782253071341, £9.50
Shimae, Japan, around the year 1000. Katsuro is a fisherman able to catch the most beautiful carps for sale
in Heian-kyo markets. Upon his death, the task falls to his widow, the delicate Miyuki. She must face the risks
of travel, the traps of the great city, magic and sorcery and evil of all kinds.
Deghelt, Frédérique. Libertango, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.441, 9782290147573, £9.50
Luis is disabled and takes refuge in music. He meets two famous musicians who will change his life.
—— L'oeil du prince, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.317, 9782290149720, £8.50
Melody, Yann, Benoît, Alceste and Agnes, five characters linked by destiny, through time and space.
Delerm, Philippe. Journal d’un homme heureux, 19/10/2017, Seuil, pp.229, 9782757869413, £9.50
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Delerm depicts a succession of scenes that evoke suspended time and moments enriched with lasting
impressions and emotion.
Delesalle, Nicolas. Le goût du large, 10/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.288, 9782253073741, £9.50
The narrator describes his journey on a freighter, from Antwerp to Istanbul.
Delmaire, Julien. Frère des astres, 14/02/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.192, 9782253070177, £8.50
Benoît is a pilgrim of our time, a funny hiker who crosses France, staring at the stars. The figure of celestial
tramp, worthy of a novel of Kerouac, he walks towards his destiny with sweetness and innocence.
Deram, Pierre. Djibouti, 07/09/2017, Gallimard, 9782070792788, £6.99
On the eve of his return to Paris, Markus wanders through the shadows of Djibouti. During this final African
night, he meets several deeply lonely characters as well as the violence and the beauty of the country. First
revelation SGDL 2015. First novel
Desjours, Ingrid. La prunelle de ses yeux, 12/10/2017, Pocket, pp.436, 9782266278584, £9.99
He is blind. She is his eyes. She thinks to guide him towards the light. He will drag her into darkness.
Didierlaurent, Jean-Paul. Le reste de leur vie, 24/08/2017, Gallimard, 9782070793426, £8.50
The story of the friendship between Manelle, a home care worker and Ambroise, an embalmer.
DOA. Pukhtu primo, 07/09/2017, Folio Policier, pp.793, 9782072728945, £10.50
Crime fiction inspired by today's wars.
—— Pukhtu. Secundo, 07/10/2017, Folio Policier, pp.796, 9782072728990, £10.50
Crime fiction inspired by today's wars.
Dugain, Marc. Une execution ordinaire, 14/09/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.517, 9782072742088, £10.50
In 2000, the Kursk nuclear submarine, one of the flagships of the Russian fleet, sank in the Barents Sea. There
are no survivors. From this tragedy, this novel traces the destinies of ordinary people in post-Soviet Russia.
Grand prix RTL-Lire 2007.
Duroy, Lionel. L'absente, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.347, Books – Board, 9782290143551, £9.50
After his wife leaves him, Augustin travels through France. Near Bordeaux, he is hired to work in his family’s
castle which gives him the opportunity to reconstruct the story of his mother’s life.
Enard, Mathias. Boussole, 16/08/2017, Babel, pp.463, 9782330081492, £10.99
BESTSELLER. Prix Goncourt 2015. Franz Ritter, a Viennese musicologist, is in shock after an alarming medical
diagnosis. An insomniac, he escapes his lonely nights by reminiscing about his travels, studies and the wonders
he has seen.
Estienne d'Orves, Nicolas d'. Othon ou L'aurore immobile, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.317,
9782290147696, £9.50
A first sci-fi novel from a literary critic depicting France in the aftermath of a devastating event.
Faye, Gaël. Petit Pays, 23/09/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253070443, £8.99
BESTSELLER. Prix Goncourt des Lycéens 2016. Burundi, 1992. 10-year-old Gabriel lives in a comfortable
expat neighbourhood with his French father, an entrepreneur, his Rwandan mother and his little sister Ana. As
the boy watches his parents marriage fall apart, civil war looms.
Ferey, Caryl. Condor, 08/02/2018, Folio Policier, pp.512, 9782072747687, £9.50
A thriller set in the darkest depths of modern day Chile.
—— Pourvu que ça brule, 10/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.288, 9782253014546, £8.99
The diary of the famous crime fiction writer.
Forge, Sylvain. Tension extrême, 15/11/2017, Fayard, pp.394, 9782213704951, £10.99
Prix du Quai des Orfèvres 2018. A young woman investigator hunts down a cyber terrorist who is a threat to
the city of Nantes and its inhabitants.
Fottorino, Eric. Trois jours avec Norman Jail, 16/11/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.224, 9782072720147,
£7.50
Clara is writing a dissertation on Norman Jail and wants to ask him questions. Author of only one novel before
the Second World War, the old man has lived as a hermit ever since. He agrees to receive her and little by little
reveals some parts of his life.
Frégni, René. Je me souviens de tous vos rêves, 09/11/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.156, 9782072733925,
£6.99
The bucolic wanderings of René Frégni and his little world in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence.
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Frenkel, Françoise. Rien où poser sa tête, 08/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.336, 9782072762437, £8.99
A Jewish bookseller has to flee Germany and goes to France. This is the story of 1940s France from the
perspective of a fugitive: violence, denunciations, imprisonment…
Garat, Anne-Marie. La source, 16/08/2017, Babel, pp.462, 9782330081522, £12.50
90-year-old Lottie lives alone in a baroque house in a small village in Franche-Comté. She tells the story of her
home to the narrator, a professor of sociology.
Garcia, Tristan. 7, 10/06/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.644, 9782072718380, £10.50
Seven stories that deal with drugs, art, political activism, religion, fashion, aliens and immortality. Prix du Livre
Inter 2016
Garde, François. L'effroi, 01/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.368, 9782072763182, £8.99
The hero of this novel is a musician who stood against a gesture made by the conductor of the orchestra who
raised his arm in a Nazi salute before a concert.
Germain, Sylvie. A la table des hommes, 23/08/2017, Albin Michel, pp.330, 9782253071082, £8.99
Abel is a child of nature and the animal world. He was born during the war and adopted by two brothers who
teach him the culture of words. In his quest for identity, he experiences the brutality of men in all its forms.
Giesbert, Franz-Olivier. L’arracheuse de dents, 08/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.480, 9782072762482,
£9.50
A fictionalised biography of Lucile Bradsock, a dentist who experienced a century of French and American
history and met the great characters of the time, from Robespierre to Napoleon and the first presidents of the
United States.
Giordano, Raphaëlle. Ta deuxième vie commence quand tu comprends que tu n’en as qu’une,
02/11/2017, Pocket, pp.253, 9782266282048, £9.99
Camille cannot find happiness in her well-regulated existence. Claude, a "routinologist", will help her to reinvent
her life.
Grangé, Jean-Christophe. Congo requiem, 02/11/2017, Livre de Poche, pp.859, 9782253044741,
£11.99
More adventures of the Morvan family.
Grannec, Yannick. Le bal mécanique, 04/01/2018, Pocket, pp.668, 9782266272834, £11.50
The seizure of paintings despoiled by the Third Reich, will force a father and his son to unravel the threads of
their family history.
Guenassia, Jean-Michel. La valse des arbres et du ciel, 07/02/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.275,
9782253073710, £9.50
Marguerite Gachet was 19 when her father, a doctor, treated Vincent Van Gogh as a patient. Meeting the
painter opens the world of art to her and reaffirms her dream to enter the Fine Arts School, despite her father's
opposition.
Hatzfeld, Jean. Un papa de sang, 21/10/2017, Folio Gallimard, 9782072733932, £8.99
Rwanda, 2014. Twenty years after the Tutsi genocide, the author interviews the younger generation, the
children of the victims and their torturers, in order to understand the new relations that are being built between
the two communities.
Jablonka, Ivan. Laëtitia ou La fin des hommes, 07/09/2017, Points, pp.426, 9782757868508, £9.99
Prix Medicis 2016. In January 2011, 18-year-old Laëtitia Perrais was kidnapped before being killed. For two
years, the author met with the relatives and investigators, before attending the murderer's trial. He studied her
life as well as society in general, revealing widespread violence against women.
Jauffret, Régis. Cannibales, 31/08/2017, Points, pp.187, 9782757868768, £7.99
Noémie is a painter who has just broken up with an architect. She sends a letter to his mother in which she
apologizes for breaking up. The correspondence continues between the two women, who forge diabolical
bonds and plan to get rid of the son and the bridegroom by eating them.
Kaddour, Hédi. Les Prépondérants, 05/10/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.272, 9782072713583, £9.50
Grand prix du Roman de l'Académie française 2015. 1922 in Nahbès, a small city in the Maghreb. The
intrusion of a Hollywood film crew disrupts the lives of the inhabitants.
Khadra, Yasmina. Dieu n’habite pas La Havane, 07/09/2017, Pocket, pp.257, 9782266274319, £8.99
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Juan del Monte Jonava, a man in his fifties, sings in the cabarets of Havana. One day he falls in love with a
younger woman on the run.
Laclavetine, Jean-Marie. Et j'ai su que ce trésor était pour moi, 12/10/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.320,
9782072733949, £8.50
To try and wake up his wife from a coma, the narrator invents tales based on their love story that mix suspense
and emotions, gravity and laughter, exalting the enchanting power of novelistic invention.
Lalumière, Jean-Claude. Ce mexicain qui venait du Japon et me parlait de l'Auvergne, 07/02/2018, J'ai
Lu, pp.185, 9782290142820, £9.99
Benjamin has found a job that involves travelling around the world. A humoristic novel where the hero ends up
in grotesque situations.
Lapeyre, Patrick. La splendeur dans l’herbe, 12/10/2017, Folio, pp.359, 9782072733956, £8.99
A man and a woman meet by chance after being left by their spouses. The latter, who went to live together in
Cyprus, become the main subject of their conversations.
Le Corre, Hervé. Prendre les loups pour des chiens, 03/01/2018, Rivages, pp.350, 9782743642013,
£8.99
Frank is 25 years old by the time he leaves prison after a robbery committed with his elder brother. He is
greeted by a toxic family. A roman noir with a strong atmosphere and characters, an agonizing landscape and
poisonous passions.
Ledig, Agnès. On regrettera plus tard, 07/09/2017, Albin Michel, pp.310, 9782266270014, £8.99
BESTSELLER. Valentine, a teacher in a village in the Vosges, has her life turned upside down by the arrival of
Anna Nina and her father Eric. She opens the door of her house and her heart to them.
Ledun, Marin. En douce, 11/10/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.250, 9782290152829, £8.50
Deep in an isolated forest in the south of France, a man becomes the prisoner of a vengeful woman. A suspense
novel.
Legardinier, Gilles. Le premier miracle, 16/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.574, 9782290137352, £8.99
Karen Holt, an agent with an unusual intelligence service, investigates thefts of historical objects around the
world. Benjamin Horwood, an academic, spends his holidays in France, in search of a lost love. Karen recruits
Ben following the mysterious death of a historian, her former advisor.
Leroux, Gaston. Un homme dans la nuit, 01/06/2017, Libretto, pp.445, 9782369143383, £11.99
The tycoon Jonathan Smith is murdered by a couple who steal his invention that will make their fortune. Left
for dead, he is brought back to life by the American Indians.
Liberati, Simon. California girls, 23/08/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253070450, £9.50
A fictionalised story of the Manson family.
Loubière, Sophie. White Coffee, 12/10/2017, Pocket, pp.729, 9782266257367, £11.50
Lola risked her life to find Pierre, her husband who has been missing for four years. She returns to France
unaware if Pierre is one of the victims of the serial killer she confronted. But Gaston, their son, is convinced that
his father is alive.
Makine, Andreï. L’archipel d’une autre vie, 24/08/2017, Points, pp.233, 9782757868485, £8.99
Russian Far East, in the vastness of the Taiga, Pavel Gartzev and his companions must capture a criminal.
Malzieu, Mathias. Journal d'un vampire en pyjama, 04/10/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253132080, £10.50
Diary of the writer when he struggled against the blood disease that altered his bone marrow and against
Death, personified by Dame Oclès. Prix France Télévision 2016.
Marchand, Gilles. Une bouche sans personne, 05/10/2017, Points, pp.259, 9782757865323, £8.99
During the day an accountant takes refuge in his figures and during the night in a bar where he finds the same
friends. His face protected by a scarf, no-one knows anything about his past. Yet, one evening, he is obliged to
reveal himself.
Mehdi, Chloe. Rien ne se perd, 20/09/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.349, 9782290141236, £10.50
Crime fiction set on a neglected suburban estate. Prix Mystère de la Critique 2017
Minier, Bernard. Nuit, 08/02/2018, Pocket, pp.604, 9782266283786, £10.50
While Kirsten Niggard investigates the murder of a technician from an off-shore base, she finds photographs
of Martin Servaz, who was being watched. This investigation leads them to Julian Hirtmann, the elusive killer.
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Monfils, Nadine. Clair de lune à Montmartre: Les enquêtes du commissaire Léon, Tome 5, 19/10/2017,
Pocket, pp.245, 9782266256490, £7.99
Commissaire Léon investigates curious murders in the retirement home Le Clair de Lune in Montmartre.
—— Le fantôme de Fellini: Les enquêtes du commissaire Léon, Tome 6, 19/10/2017, Pocket, pp.219,
9782266256506, £7.99
Commissaire Léon is in Romes where he will investigate murders and also fall in love with... a ghost.
Mukasonga, Scholastique. Coeur tambour, 22/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.194, 9782072762536,
£7.50
The new book by Scholastique Mukasonga is about Nyabinghi, a forgotten African princess and the birth of the
rasta movement.
Nohant, Gaëlle. L'ancre des rêves, 16/08/2017, 9782253070788, £10.50
While the Guérindel family lives in Brittany, Enogat has always forbidden his four sons to approach the sea. This
strange measure ends up stirring their curiosity. Prix Inre marine 2007. First novel.
Pattieu, Sylvain. Et que celui qui a soif, vienne: un roman de pirates, 16/08/2017, Babel, pp.430,
9782330081485, £12.50
The adventures of three boats and their respective crews, a slave, a pirate and a merchant ship, sailing
between the Old and New Worlds.
Postel, Alexandre. Les deux pigeons, 01/02/2018, Folio Gallimard, pp.272, 9782072762581, £8.50
Théodore and Dorothee are a young couple wondering about the right way to live one's life. The novel depicts
French society of the 2000s generation.
Prévôt, Evelyne. A demain Lorelei, 28/09/2017, Pocket, pp.288, 9782266279659, £10.50
Elisabeth, a resistance fighter, falls in love with Helmut, a German officer.
Raufast, Pierre. La variante chilienne, 14/09/2017, Folio Gallimard, 9782070793440, £7.99
Florian stores his memories in jars. Each pebble he deposits there corresponds to an event in his life. Two
holidaymakers meet him by chance, and soon friendship ties are formed as he tells his incredible stories.
Récondo, Léonor de. Amours, 02/11/2017, Points, pp.208, 9782757868669, £9.50
1908. A couple who are unable to have children discover that Celeste, their 17-year-old maid, is pregnant. They
decide to raise the child as their own.
Rosnay, Tatiana de. L'appartement témoin, 30/08/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253098911, £6.30
After his divorce, a fifty-year-old man moves into a new brand apartment. Soon after he begins sleeping badly
and starts to feel a presence.
Sabolo, Monica. Crans-Montana, 07/09/2017, Pocket, pp.192, 9782266264723, £8.99
The story of three teenage female friends in the 60s, in a Swiss ski resort.
Schmitt, Éric-Emmanuel. L’homme qui voyait à travers les visages, 10/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.384,
9782253073666, £9.50
A wave of bloody attacks in Charleroi has been linked to religious groups. Augustin, an apprentice journalist,
conducts the investigation using his gift; a method of reading the personality of the protagonists. Crazy or wise,
he sees through faces, perceiving what haunts or motivates people.
Seksik, Laurent. Romain Gary s'en va-t-en guerre, 03/01/2018, J'ai Lu, pp.256, 9782290147887, £9.99
Laurent Seksik unveils the mystery of Romain Gary's father in this captivating novel.
Slocombe, Romain. L'affaire Léon Sadorski, 24/08/2017, Points, pp.480, 9782757865828, £10.50
Crime fiction set in 1942 during the Occupation of Paris when the police collaborated with the Nazis.
Taia, Abdellah. Celui qui est digne d’etre aimé, 11/01/2018, Points, pp.135, 9782757870785, £6.99
Three letters: A bitter one to a mother, a love letter from an ex and a break-up one. The central character is
Ahmed, a 40-year-old Moroccan who has lived in France for twenty years.
Teulé, Jean. Comme une respiration..., 05/10/2017, Pocket, pp.144, 9782266277600, £6.99
BESTSELLER. Forty little stories that talk about people. Incredible people, capable of everything, alternately
bruised and joyful.
Thiéry, Danielle. Tabous, 11/10/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.410, 9782290147191, £11.50
A few days before Christmas, Celia Laporte and her four-month-old baby suddenly disappear from a maternity
ward. The father of the child, from a powerful Iranian family, is nowhere to be found.
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Thomas, Chantal. L'échange des princesses, 30/11/2017, Points, pp.336, 9782757869864, £8.99
In 1722, at the crossroads of kingdoms and paths, the Infanta of Spain and the daughter of the Regent of
France are to be exchanged in order to settle a conflict.
Tong Cuong, Valérie. Noir dehors, 04/10/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.189, 9782290133576, £10.99
The chaos and solitude of modern life set against the backdrop of New York.
—— Par amour, 03/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.384, 9782253071099, £9.50
Tracing the destiny of two families swept away by the Second World War, this powerful and captivating story
takes us from Le Havre to Algeria and brings to light an unknown part of history.
Truc, Olivier. La montagne rouge, 28/09/2017, Points, pp.548, 9782757868430, £10.50
Klemet and Nina, teammates in the P9 police patrol are based in southern Lapland, in Central Sweden where
they are responsible for settling conflicts between Swedish foresters and reindeer herders.
Uras, Michaël. Aux petits mots les grands remèdes, 28/02/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.352,
9782253074038, £9.99
Alex is passionate about books and has chosen to practice the unusual profession of bibliotherapist. His
mission: to cure patients by prescribing readings: Yann, the fragile adolescent who has shut out the world;
cynical Robert, suffocated by his work and who no longer knows how to talk to his wife; Anthony, the football
star refusing to admit some of his passions…all consult Alex. But who will give advice to the librarian himself?
Various. 13 à table!, 02/11/2017, Pocket, pp.336, 9782266279529, £6.99
A collection of stories written by bestseller writers: Françoise Bourdin, Michel Bussi, Maxime Chattam, Adelaïde
de Clermont-Tonnerre, Romain Puertolas etc…
—— Allumer le chat, 10/01/2018, pp.240, 9782253069317, £8.99
The story of Bastos, the philosopher and pedantic cat.
Vincent, Almendros. Un été, 04/01/2018, Editions de Minuit, pp.94, 9782707344250, £7.99
Jean invited his brother Pierre and his friend Lone, to spend a few days on his boat near the Italian coast Jean's
girlfriend, Jeanne, joins them. Jeanne and Pierre have been lovers in the past.
Winckler, Martin. Abraham et fils, 17/08/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.534, 9782072733703, £8.99
Frantz arrives in France with his father Abraham, a doctor. They left Algeria after a dramatic event which left
Frantz amnesic.

Translations into French
Aciman, André. Appelle-moi par ton nom, 07/02/2018, Grasset, pp.288, 9782246815792, £21.99
Translation of "Call Me by Your Name"
Alderman, Naomi. Le pouvoir, 03/01/2018, Calmann-Lévy, pp.396, 9782702163405, £22.50
Translation of "The power".
Aprix Sweeney, Cynthia D'. Le pactole, 19/10/2017, 10/18, pp.428, 9782264067753, £10.99
Translation of "The nest".
Axat, Federico. L'opossum rose, 04/10/2017, Livre de Poche, pp.512, 9782253086765, £10.99
Translated from Spanish. English title: 'Kill the Next One'.
Beatty, Paul. Moi contre les Etats-Unis d'Amérique, 07/09/2017, 10/18, pp.400, 9782264068217, £10.99
Translation of: "The Sellout".
Beckford, William. Vathek, 07/09/2017, Libretto, pp.160, 9782369143727, £9.99
Translated from English.
Boyne, John. Le secret de Tristan Sadler, 28/09/2017, Pocket, pp.420, 9782266272858, £9.50
Translation of "The Absolutist".
Brown, Dan. Origine, 04/10/2017, Lattès, pp.576, 9782709659802, £24.50
Translation of "Origin".
Burroughs, William S. Junky, 15/06/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.339, 9782070792689, £8.50
Translated from English.
Carrisi, Donato. La fille dans le brouillard, 18/10/2017, Livre de Poche, pp.352, 9782253086529, £8.99
Translated from Italian. English title: "The Girl in the Fog".
Cercas, Javier. L'imposteur, 06/09/2017, Babel Actes Sud, pp.496, 9782330081614, £11.50
Translated from Spanish. English title: “The Imposter”.
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Child, Lee. La cible était française, 06/09/2017, Calmann-Lévy Noir, pp.360, 9782702160367, £22.99
Translation of "Personal".
Cline, Emma. The girls, 17/08/2017, 10/18, pp.354, 9782264066336, £10.50
Translated from English.
Coben, Harlan. Intimidation, 05/10/2017, Pocket, pp.424, 9782266277075, £9.99
Translation of "The stranger".
Cognetti, Paolo. Les huit montagnes, 23/08/2017, Stock, 9782234083196, £21.99
Winner of Prix Médicis étranger 2017. Two boys from completely different worlds meet in the mountains
where they enjoy adventures and build on their friendship. Twenty years later in the very same place Pietro, now
an adult, tries to reconcile his past and his future. Translation from Italian.
Connelly, Michael. Le Poète, 06/09/2017, Livre de Poche, pp.768, 9782253085867, £11.99
Translation of "The poet".
Eliade, Mircea. Mademoiselle Christina, 14/02/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.288, 9782253073529, £9.50
Translated from Romanian. English title: "Miss Christina".
Ferrante, Elena. L'enfant perdue, 25/01/2018, Gallimard, pp.546, 9782072699313, £23.50
Translated from Italian. English title: "Story of the lost child".
—— Poupée volée, 07/09/2017, Folio Gallimard, 9782072733802, £8.50
Translated from Italian.
Follett, Ken. Une colonne de feu, 14/09/2017, Robert Laffont, pp.922, 9782221157695, £25.99
Translation of "A column of fire".
Gran, Sara. La ville des brumes, 07/09/2017, Points, pp.381, 9782757854587, £9.50
Translation of "Claire DeWitt and the bohemian highway".
Gyasi, Yaa. No home, 03/01/2018, Livre de Poche, pp.480, 9782253069072, £9.99
Translation of "Homegoing".
Johnsrud, Ingar. Une enquête du commissaire Fredrik Beier: Les adeptes, 28/09/2017, Points, pp.526,
9782757865859, £10.50
Translated from Norwegian. English title: "Those who follow".
King, Stephen. Colorado Kid, 01/11/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.158, 9782290155066, £5.99
Translated from English.
Knausgaard, Karl Ove. Mon combat volume 3: Jeune homme, 24/08/2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.542,
9782072723407, £8.99
Translated from Norwegian. English title:"Boyhood Island: My Struggle Book 3"
Lackberg, Camilla. La sorcière, 01/11/2017, Actes Sud Noir, pp.695, 9782330086145, £24.00
Translated from Swedish. English title: "The Girl in the Woods"
Lagercrantz, David. La fille qui rendait coup pour coup: Millenium 5, 07/09/2017, Actes Noir, pp.398,
9782330081812, £21.50
Translated from Swedish. English title: "The Girl Who Takes an Eye for an Eye".
MacDonald, Helen. M pour Mabel, 07/09/2017, 10/18, pp.408, 9782264071361, £10.99
Translation of "H for Hawk".
Martin, George R.R. Chroniques du chevalier errant, 13/09/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.448, 9782290152331,
£13.50
Translation of "A tale of seven kingdoms".
Mbue, Imbolo. Voici venir les rêveurs, 07/09/2017, Pocket, pp.498, 9782266276122, £10.50
Translation of "Behold the dreamers".
McCoy, Sarah. Un goût de cannelle et d'espoir, 02/11/2017, Pocket, pp.512, 9782266282055, £10.99
Translation of "The baker's daughter".
Nesbo, Jo. La soif, 05/10/2017, Gallimard, pp.624, 9782070145041, £21.00
Translated from Norwegian. English title: "Thirst"
North, Anna. Vie et mort de Sophie Stark, 23/08/2017, J'ai Lu, pp.341, 9782290123966, £9.99
Translation of "Life and death of Sophie Stark".
Pamuk, Orhan. Cette chose étrange en moi, 17/08/2017, Gallimard, pp.640, 9782070113682, £24.50
Translated from Turkish. English title: "A Strangeness in My Mind".
www.grantandcutler.com
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Perry, Anne. Meurtre en écho, 17/08/2017, 10/18, pp.355, 9782264070852, £16.50
Translation of "An Echo of Murder".
Pullman, Philip. Trilogie de la Poussière: La Belle Sauvage, 16/11/2017, Gallimard, 9782075091268,
£20.99
Translation of "Book of dust: la belle sauvage".
Rosa, Joao Guimaraes. Diadorim, 06/09/2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253067962, £10.99
Translated from Brazilian Portuguese.
Suter, Martin. Eléphant, 24/08/2017, Bourgois, pp.355, 9782267030389, £23.50
A pink elephant glowing in the dark enchants everyone. It was meant to become a worldwide sensation, but the
creature suddenly disappears. A Burmese elephant whisperer decides to protect the rare creature. Translated
from German.
Wagamese, Richard. Les étoiles s'éteignent à l'aube, 07/09/2017, 10/18, pp.312, 9782264069702, £9.99
Translation of "Medicine Walk".
White, Kenneth. La route bleue, 19/10/2017, Le Mot et le Reste, pp.160, 9782360544547, £9.50
Translation of "The blue road".

German
New Fiction
Ani, Friedrich. Ermordung des Glücks, 11/09/2017, Suhrkamp, pp.317, hardback, 9783518427552,
£25.99
Crime. A series of tragic events starts with the disappearance of eleven-year-old Lennard one November
evening.
Bannalec, Jean-Luc. Bretonisches Leuchten, 27/07/2017, Kiwi, pp.320, 9783462050561, £17.99
Inspector Dupin should be enjoying the summer and lying on the beach but he can’t think of anything worse.
Luckily a woman disappears and there is a case to be investigated.
Boos, Verena. Kirchberg, 15/09/2017, Aufbau VerlagAufbau Verlag, pp.366, hardback, 9783351036904,
£22.99
A deeply human story that will resonate with readers across the world. The novel chronicles the damaged life
of protagonist Hanna, who is emotionally scarred by repeated rejection and physically impaired by a stroke.
Verena Boos’s empathetic prose conjures up an atmosphere of melancholy that transfixes her readers,
invoking a relentless suffering comparable to that in Hanya Yanagihara’s "A little life".
Buslau, Oliver. Wahn: Der Bergische Krimi, 12/10/2017, Emons, pp.240, 9783740801694, £13.50
A routine case leads private detective Remigius Rott to the Wahner heath. Soon one mystery follows the next:
A woman is hit by a car and disappears, the driver takes his life shortly thereafter, and mysterious prophetic
messages are distributed across the heathland. Are these events connected?
Ditfurth, Christian von. Giftluft, 04/09/2017, Carl's Books, pp.480, 9783570585658, £16.50
Thriller. An explosive attack on the Oberbaum Bridge shakes Berlin. There are many dead and injured and
explosions in other cities follow.
Enzensberger, Theresia. Blaupause, 01/07/2017, Hanser, pp.256, hardback, 9783446256439, £22.99
Theresia Enzensberger’s entertaining debut is set in 1920s Germany, where an ambitious young woman learns
about love, feminism and modern architectural design in the exciting, freewheeling atmosphere of the Bauhaus
art school.
Falk, Rita. Grießnockerlaffäre: Ein Provinzkrimi, 07/07/2017, dtv, pp.240, 9783423086554, £13.50
Hilarious crime novel set in provincial Germany.
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Falkner, Gerhard. Romeo oder Julia, 01/09/2017, Berlin Verlag, pp.272, hardback, 9783827013583,
£26.99
Shortlisted for Deutscher Buchpreis 2017. A series of unexplained events have Kurt Prinzhorn puzzled but
when a dead woman is found outside the hotel where he is staying, he realises things are far more serious than
just a couple of pranks.
Fallada, Hans. Junge Liebe zwischen Trümmern, 02/01/2018, Aufbau Verlag, pp.298, hardback,
9783351037093, £20.00
A collection of previously unpublished short stories. Fallada at his best.
Fitzek, Sebastian. Flugangst 7A: Psychothriller, 25/10/2017, Droemer, pp.400, hardback,
9783426199213, £25.50
New psychological thriller by this bestselling author who again plays with the human primal fears of being
trapped and helpless on a plane.
Florescu, Catalin Dorian. Der Nabel der Welt: Erzählungen, 19/09/2017, C.H. Beck, pp.235, hardback,
9783406712517, £22.50
The nine stories in the book were written between 2001 and 2016 and are connected by themes of migration
and a shared sense of unease. They examine the impact of the mass movement of people on individual lives
and illustrate the resilience required to overcome hardship.
Franz, Andreas. Kalter Schnitt, 21/08/2017, pp.416, 9783426516508, £12.50
BESTSELLER. Crime. First, Durant faces a violent crime which seems unprecedented, but then she discovers
that there have already been similar cases in the past but nobody thought they were linked.
Geiger, Arno. Unter der Drachenwand, 01/01/2018, Hanser, pp.480, hardback, 9783446258129, £27.50
It is spring 1944, and having been seriously wounded in battle, Veit Kolbe is sent home to recuperate. He goes
to visit his uncle, the local police commander in the Austrian village of Mondsee. Jaded by five years of war and
suffering from PTSD, Veit has no sympathy for Nazi ideology…
Giordano, Mario. Tante Poldi und der schöne Antonio: Krimiroman, 26/01/2018, Ehrenwirth, pp.368,
9783431039832, £16.50
"A Man Called Ove" meets "Inspector Montalbano", Auntie Poldi leaves no stone unturned in her quest for
answers.
Goldammer, Frank. Tausend Teufel, 13/10/2017, dtv, pp.368, 9783423261708, £18.99
Dresden, two years after the Second World War ended and the city is still in rubble. Max Heller is summoned
to investigate a crime but gets sidetracked.
Gruber, Andreas. Todesreigen, 21/08/2017, Goldmann, pp.576, 9783442483136, £13.50
Thriller. After a string of suicides among a group of colleagues, Sabine Nemez, an instructor in the Federal
Criminal Police Office, finds it hard to believe they were not in fact staged murders.
Hahn, Ulla. Liebesarten: und andere Geschichten vom Leben, 01/10/2017, Penguin, pp.304,
9783328101840, £13.99
Captivating stories revolving around the theme of love.
Heiss, Sonja. Rimini, 01/08/2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.400, hardback, 9783462050448, £22.50
A fabulous family novel in which narratives alternate between the different family members’ perspectives,
revelling in the bizarre details of everyday life and celebrating the tragicomic scenarios that family life is so
adept at creating.
Hensel, Jana. Keinland: Ein Liebesroman, 31/07/2017, Wallstein, pp.196, hardback, 9783835330672,
£22.50
Nadja and Martin feel a strong connection from their vey first meeting, yet they struggle to overcome
misunderstandings and the distance between them. She is in Berlin and he in Tel Aviv.
Höhtker, Christoph. Das Jahr der Frauen, 07/08/2017, Weissbooks, pp.256, hardback, 9783863371180,
£25.50
Frank Stremmer is in his early forties and burnt out from working for an illustrious international organisation
in Geneva. His therapist wants him to have goals for the year and so he sets himself one — Twelve women in
twelve months!
Homann, Gunnar. Sabbatical, 18/12/2017, Goldmann, pp.288, 9783442486151, £14.99
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Teacher Victor is excited about a year-long sabbatical yet has no idea how and where exactly he should spend
it.
Horowitz, Dominique. Tod in Weimar, 14/08/2017, Penguin, pp.288, 9783328101468, £15.50
Crime. Rehearsals for the 'Schiller Circle' are suddenly interrupted as each member of the theatre group dies
under mysterious circumstances one after the other.
Horst, Norbert. Kaltes Land, 18/09/2017, Droemer, pp.400, 9783442486175, £13.99
Crime. Kommissar Steiger in a life-threatening battle against a powerful underworld boss.
Janesch, Sabrina. Die goldene Stadt, 18/08/2017, Rowohlt, pp.528, hardback, 9783871348389, £23.99
"The City of Gold" is a gripping fictionalisation of the life of a forgotten explorer and his quest to find the lost
city of the Incas. This is high-quality literary fiction which is mesmerising from the first page until the last.
Jerger, Ilona. Und Marx stand still in Darwins Garten, 01/08/2017, Ullstein, pp.272, hardback,
9783550081897, £20.99
This intriguing story takes an intimate look at the twilight years of two great thinkers of the Victorian age:
Charles Darwin and Karl Marx.
Keglevic, Peter. Ich war Hitlers Trauzeuge, 18/09/2017, Knaus, pp.576, hardback, 9783813507270,
£26.99
Acclaimed director Peter Keglevic’s debut novel is an absurd, farcical story about a Jew who gets roped into
running a long-distance race in April 1945, only to find his destiny intertwining with Hitler’s. This surreal take
on the Third Reich will appeal to readers of Vermes’s international bestseller "Look Who’s Back".
Kehlmann, Daniel. Tyll, 01/10/2017, Rowohlt, pp.480, 9783498035679, £24.50
BESTSELLER. Tyll Ulenspiegel - vagabond, showman and provocateur, was born at the beginning of the 17th
century as a miller's son in a small village. When he gets into conflict with church, he has to flee... This book
is a great reinvention of this legendary figure and his life.
Kempowski, Walter. Aus großer Zeit, 14/08/2017, Penguin, pp.448, 9783328101079, £15.50
A delicate love story between Karl and Grethe is interrupted by the outbreak of the First World War.
Khider, Abbas. Ohrfeige, 14/08/2017, btb, pp.224, 9783442714902, £15.50
We follow the main protagonist Karim, an Iraqi immigrant, as he struggles to rebuild his life in Europe.
Kinsky, Esther. Hain, 12/02/2018, Suhrkamp, pp.283, hardback, 9783518427897, £24.00
A volume of memories chronicling the author’s travels in Italy. Kinsky takes her readers on a meditative journey
through the country during different periods of time.
Kirchoff, Bodo. Betreff: Einladung zu einer Kreuzfahrt, 04/07/2017, Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt,
pp.128, hardback, 9783627002411, £19.99
A writer is invited to a cruise ship as an artist in residence. With a hefty pay packet, great food and plenty of
entertainment provided, the offer seems perfect. Soon he is to realise that one needs to read small print
carefully. Very carefully...
Korn, Carmen. Zeiten des Aufbruchs, 23/07/2017, Kindler, pp.608, hardback, 9783463406831, £22.99
In the second part of her century trilogy, Carmen Korn describes the German post-war period, the pastel
coloured fifties and the departure mood of the sixties. Four women. One hundred years of German history.
Kutschke, Svealena. Stadt aus Rauch, 01/08/2017, Eichborn, pp.672, hardback, 9783847900269, £25.50
Impossible to put down, "City of Smoke" has an ambitious, sweeping scope within which its strong female
characters are brought to life in all their luminous, tortured glory.
Lehr, Thomas. Schlafende Sonne, 21/08/2017, Hanser, pp.640, hardback, 9783446256477, £28.99
A century of German history in one day. Rudolf Zacharias travels to Berlin to attend the opening of an exhibition
by his former student Milena Sonntag. With her exhibition ‘Sleeping Sun’, Milena takes artistic stock not only
of her life, but of her era. Like pictures in an exhibition, this novel tells of the historical catastrophes and private
entanglements of three people, taking us from the battlefields of the First World War all the way to
present-day Berlin. Shortlisted for the Deutscher Buchpreis 2017.
Leky, Mariana. Was man von hier aus sehen kann, 01/07/2017, DuMont, pp.314, hardback,
9783832198398, £22.99
Whenever Selma dreams about an okapi, someone in the village dies. No wonder that the locals both admire
and fear her...
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Maly, Beate. Tod an der Wien: Historischer Kriminalroman, 12/10/2017, Emons, pp.272,
9783740802219, £13.50
Historical crime set in Vienna in 1922. In the middle of the ball season, diva Hermione Egger suddenly dies.
Retired teacher Ernestine Kirsch does not believe that the singer she admires fell victim to a tragic accident. She
suspects a murder.
Mayer, Anna-Elisabeth. Am Himmel, 08/08/2017, Schöffling, pp.204, hardback, 9783895611377,
£21.99
"At heaven’s edge" is a tightly-written historical novel based on a real criminal case from nineteenth-century
Vienna. Its story is one of rich versus poor, of greed, of inequality and the human desire for justice: very much
a story for our times.
Menasse, Robert. Die Haupstadt, 11/09/2017, Suhrkamp, pp.459, hardback, 9783518427583, £25.99
Winner of Deutscher Buchpreis 2017. Against the real-life backdrop of a Europe in crisis, Menasse transports
his readers to contemporary Brussels for a sprightly and profoundly thought provoking fictionalised tour of the
European institutions.
Ohler, Norman. Die Gleichung des Lebens, 07/09/2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.416, hardback,
9783462049688, £24.99
"The equation of life" is a historical novel about Frederick the Great’s pet project of ‘peopling Prussia’ by
draining the marshlands surrounding Berlin. It reveals a fascinating historical panorama as well as a mounting
conflict between man and nature, modernity and tradition.
Poschenrieder, Christoph. Kind ohne Namen, 01/10/2017, Diogenes, pp.288, hardback,
9783257070002, £24.99
When Xenia, the novel’s narrator, gives up on college after two semesters and returns home, her fellow
villagers are surprised to see her back. Xenia is cagey about the cause for her return, concealing the fact that
she is pregnant.
Poschmann, Marion. Die Kieferninseln, 11/09/2017, Suhrkamp, pp.168, hardback, 9783518427606,
£20.99
Shortlisted for the Deutscher Buchpreis 2017. University lecturer and beard researcher Gilbert Silvester is in
shock. Last night, he dreamt that his wife was cheating on him. So, in an absurd knee-jerk reaction, he leaves
her, boards the first possible plane and flies off to Japan to get some distance.
Poznanski, Ursula. Aquila, 14/08/2017, Loewe Verlag, pp.432, 9783785586136, £19.50
An unsolvable mystery, a monstrous treason and the mysterious symbols of medieval Siena form the
framework of this excellent psychothriller.
Regener, Sven. Wiener Strasse, 07/09/2017, Galiani Berlin, pp.304, hardback, 9783869711362, £26.50
This boisterous book is set in the Kreuzberg area of Berlin, famous for its distinctive counterculture forged in
a creative melting pot of immigrants, artists, anarchists, squatters and punks. The pursuit of art and ‘the next
big thing’ is the ostensible goal of the colourful group of friends and acquaintances at the centre of Regener’s
novel.
Salzmann, Sasha Marianna. Außer sich, 01/09/2017, Suhrkamp, pp.366, hardback, 9783518427620,
£23.50
Shortlisted for the Deutscher Buchpreis 2017. A debut novel of great linguistic and dramaturgical power: from
post-Soviet Moscow via a refugee centre in provincial West Germany to present-day Istanbul, Sasha Marianna
Salzmann writes about the upheavals and solidarity of the Tschepanows, a refugee family.
Sauer, Beate. Echo der Toten: Ein Fall für Friederike Matthée, 12/01/2018, Ullstein, pp.384,
9783548289571, £16.50
Historical crime novel set in the late forties.
Schalko, David. Schwere Knochen, 12/04/2018, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.576, hardback,
9783462050967, £24.00
Epic yet humorous story starting in Vienna just after Anschluss.
Schlink, Bernhard. Olga, 12/01/2018, Diogenes, pp.320, hardback, 9783257070156, £27.99
Love story between an unlikely couple, a man blinded by his dream of imperial power and a strong, grounded
woman who chooses to be a teacher.
Strauß, Simon. Sieben Nächte, 08/07/2017, Blumenbar, pp.144, hardback, 9783351050412, £17.50
www.grantandcutler.com
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Touching story of a young man who wants to protect his sensitivity and innocence.
Timm, Uwe. Ikarien, 07/09/2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.512, hardback, 9783462050486, £27.50
"Icaria" is set in April 1945 as twenty-five-year-old US army officer Michael Hansen returns to Germany, the
country of his birth. His mission is to uncover the role played by a prominent scientist during the Nazi regime.
Tasked by the Psychological Warfare Division of the US Army to find out everything he can about the eugenicist
Professor Alfred Ploetz’s life, Hansen travels to a second-hand bookshop in Munich to meet Ploetz’s old friend
and intellectual sparring partner.
Vanderbeke, Birgit. Wer dann noch lachen kann, 01/08/2017, Piper, hardback, 9783492058391, £19.99
Birgit Vanderbeke's heroine seeks liberation from her family - and recognizes only too late that violence is
ubiquitous.
Various. Urlaubslesebuch 2018, 01/04/2018, dtv, pp.264, 9783423217293, £14.50
Perfect holiday read.
Weiler, Jan. Und ewig schläft das Pubertier, 03/07/2017, Piper, pp.176, hardback, 9783492057721,
£15.99
BESTSELLER. The question as to when this cursed puberty really stops can also be questioned. The narrator
sometimes looks in the mirror and thinks: Actually never.
Zeh, Juli. Leere Herzen, 13/11/2017, Luchterhand, pp.352, hardback, 9783630875231, £21.99
Set in 2022, the story takes place in an era after Trump, Brexit, Frexit, a global financial crisis, armed conflict,
mass migration and the triumph of an ultrapopulist movement in Germany.

Reprints
Ani, Friedrich. Der einsame Engel: Ein Tabor Süden Roman, 01/09/2017, Droemer, pp.208,
9783426304488, £11.99
Crime. Following an attack on his detective agency, Tabor Süden’s future looks uncertain.
Baum, Andreas. Wir waren die neue Zeit, 22/09/2017, Rowohlt, pp.288, 9783499272967, £13.99
The Berlin Wall has fallen and many of the city’s inhabitants are looking for new ways of living. Sebastian
Brandt joins an alternative group but somehow finds it hard not to be sceptical.
Bjerg, Bov. Die Modernisierung meiner Mutter: Geschichten, 06/11/2017, Aufbau, pp.160,
9783746633749, £12.50
Combining great sense of humour with melancholy seems to be the author's signature style. This short
collection makes perfect reading for a relaxed evening.
Capus, Alex. Das Leben ist gut, 20/04/2018, Hanser, pp.240, 9783423146319, £10.99
BESTSELLER. Max has been married to Tina, the love of his life, for 25 years and couldn't be happier. This is
a story about love and the small things in life which are often overlooked.
Dorn, Thea. Die Unglückseligen, 11/12/2017, Penguin, pp.560, 9783328101932, £14.99
In a provincial town, somewhere in America, a German biologist is working on secret, genetic experiment.
Fallada, Hans. Bauern, Bonzen und Bomben, 24/01/2018, Rowohlt TB, pp.720, 9783499273773, £13.99
Fallada at his epic best in this contemporary novel which made him famous. Country people struggle against
bureaucracy in a northern German town.
—— Der Jungherr von Strammin, 06/11/2017, Aufbau, pp.384, 9783746634357, £12.99
One of the more uplifting stories by Fallada, this book follows a young knight on his quest for happiness and
love.
Glavinic, Thomas. Der Jonas-Komplex, 23/11/2017, Fischer, pp.752, 9783596034598, £13.99
A year of life of a writer from Vienna, from one party to another, from one woman to another...
Goldammer, Peter. Der Zirkus der Stille, 05/10/2017, Atlantik Verlag, pp.256, Books – Other,
9783455002089, £11.99
Thaïs is raised by her grandmother who is a circus artist. Wanting to have a more standard life, Thaïs leaves
as soon as she is old enough. The death of her grandmother though, makes her face the past again.
Hahn, Ulla. Unscharfe Bilder, 09/10/2017, Penguin, pp.288, 9783328100171, £14.50
A painful journey into the past begins when Katja recognizes her father's face in a photograph of Wehrmacht
soldiers at an exhibition.
Korn, Carmen. Töchter einer neuen Zeit, 23/06/2017, Rowohlt, pp.560, 9783499272134, £13.99
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BESTSELLER. We follow four women who, despite their very different backgrounds, form a life-long friendship.
Kutscher, Volker. Lunapark: Gereon Raths sechster Fall, 09/05/2018, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.560,
9783462051612, £14.50
Gereon Rath takes on his sixth case in this crime series with the death of an SA officer and the involvement of
the Berlin underworld.
Link, Charlotte. Sturmzeit: Die Sturmzeittrilogie (Band 1), 21/05/2018, Blanvalet, pp.640,
9783734105982, £12.50
Germany 1914. Europe is on the verge of war but on the Degnellys’ family estate in East Prussia everyone is
still full of confidence in the future.
Schimmelpfennig, Roland. An einem klaren, eiskalten Januarmorgen zu Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts,
14/12/2017, Fischer, pp.256, 9783596034765, £13.99
A contemporary Berlin fairy tale that bristles with urban truths by the most successful German playwright.
English title: "One clear ice-cold January morning at the beginning of the Twenty-first century".
Stephan, Cora. Ab heute heiße ich Margo, 15/09/2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.638, 9783462050646,
£13.50
Two women meet during the thirties as they happen to love the same man. Decades later their lives are still
entwined...
Stermann, Dirk. Der Junge bekommt das Gute zuletzt, 17/11/2017, Rowohlt, pp.224, 9783499271953,
£13.99
Claude is thirteen and almost always alone. The only person he can confide in is a Serbian taxi driver, Dirko.
Tägert, Fil. Mitarbeited des Monats, 18/08/2017, Rowohlt, pp.304, 9783499272950, £12.50
West Berlin in the eighties. Nick has a boring job and plays in a rather unpopular band called "Adolf and the
Peoples", so he takes meeting beautiful and alluring Jacky as a blessing.
Taschler, Judith W. bleiben, 02/11/2017, Droemer, pp.256, 9783426304792, £12.99
Max, Paul, Felix and Juliane, four young people, full of dreams for the future, meet on the night train to Rome.
Twenty years later their lives are still entwined but in a much more dramatic way.
Tegrit, Gabriele. Käsebier erobert den Kurfürstendamm, 09/10/2017, btb, pp.400, 9783442715565,
£12.99
Berlin in 1929. A varieté performer unexpectedly becomes famous and the city's elite floods in to see the show.
How long can this hype and fame last?
Trojanow, Ilija. Macht und Widerstand, 23/03/2018, Fischer, pp.480, 9783596034550, £13.99
"Power and Resistance" is a brilliantly written tour de force which offers unique insights into life under a
totalitarian regime.
Walser, Robert. Die kleine Berlinerin: Geschichten aus der Großstadt, 15/01/2018, Insel, pp.217,
9783458363224, £13.99
The book collects Walser’s alternately celebratory, droll, and satirical observations on every aspect of the
bustling German capital.

Translations into German
Alderman, Naomi. Die Gabe, 12/02/2018, Heyne, pp.480, 9783453319110, £19.50
Translation of "The Power".
Aramburu, Fernando. Patria, 16/01/2018, Rowohlt, pp.768, hardback, 9783498001025, £27.99
The ultimate account of 30 years of life in Euskadi under terrorism. The day ETA announces their cease-fire,
Bittori visits her husband's grave, el Txato, who was killed by the terrorists, to tell him she's ready to move back
to their old house. Translation from Italian.
Boyle, T. C. Good Home, 29/01/2018, Hanser, pp.432, hardback, 9783446258082, £25.50
Translation of "Good Home".
Brown, Dan. Origin, 04/10/2017, Ehrenwirth, pp.672, hardback, 9783431039993, £28.99
Translation of "Origin".
Burton, Jessie. Das Geheimnis der Muse, 11/03/2018, Insel Verlag, pp.461, 9783458363293, £16.99
Translation of "The Muse".
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Chabon, Michael. Moonglow: Roman, 08/03/2018, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.483, hardback,
9783462050745, £26.99
Translation of "Moonglow".
Child, Lee. Im Visier: Ein Jack-Reacher-Roman, 25/06/2018, Blanvalet, pp.416, hardback, 9783764506360,
£22.50
Translation of "Personal (19 Reacher)".
Didion, Joan. Süden und Westen, 23/02/2018, Ullstein HC, pp.160, hardback, 9783550050220, £20.50
Translation of "South and West ".
Ferrante, Elena. Frantumaglia: Mein geschriebenes Leben, 11/06/2018, Suhrkamp, pp.350, hardback,
9783518428009, £26.99
Translation of "Frantumaglia".
—— Die Geschichte der getrennten Wege, 01/08/2017, Suhrkamp, pp.540, hardback, 9783518425756,
£27.50
English title: "Those who leave and those who stay". Translation from Italian.
—— Die Geschichte des verlorenen Kindes, 02/02/2018, Suhrkamp, pp.614, hardback, 9783518425763,
£26.50
Translation from Italian. Enhlish title "Story of a lost child".
Finn, A. J. The Woman in the Window: Was hat sie wirklich gesehen?, 19/03/2018, Blanvalet, pp.544,
9783764506414, £17.99
Translation of "The Woman in the Window".
Foenkinos, David. Lennon, 12/03/2018, DVA, pp.224, hardback, 9783421047991, £22.99
Translation of "Lennon".
Gowar, Imogen Hermes. Die letzte Reise der Meerjungfrau: oder wie Jonah Hancock über Nacht zum
reichen Mann wurde., 29/03/2018, Ehrenwirth, pp.560, hardback, 9783431040821, £22.50
Translation of "The Mermaid and Mrs. Hancock".
Grossman, David. Kommt ein Pferd in die Bar, 27/07/2017, Fischer, pp.256, 9783596034024, £12.50
English title "A horse walks into a bar". Translation from Hebrew.
Kallentoft, Mons & Markus Lutteman. Die Fährte des Wolfes, 05/08/2017, Tropen, 9783608503715,
£19.50
Translation of "Zack".
King, Stephen. Es, 14/08/2017, Heyne, pp.1534, 9783453504035, £16.50
Translation of "It".
Knausgård, Karl Ove. Im Frühling: Die Jahreszeiten, 26/03/2018, Luchterhand Literaturverlag, pp.257,
hardback, 9783630875125, £24.99
Translation from Norwegian. English title: 'Spring'.
—— Im Sommer: Die Jahreszeiten, 14/05/2018, Luchterhand Literaturverlag, hardback, 9783630875132,
£26.50
Translation from Norwegian. English title: 'Summer'.
Läckberg, Camilla. Die Eishexe, 02/01/2018, List, pp.752, hardback, 9783471351079, £25.50
Translation from Swedish. English title: "The Girl in the Woods".
Lunde, Maja. Die Geschichte des Wassers, 19/03/2018, btb, pp.480, hardback, 9783442757749, £22.50
Translation of "Blue".
Matthews, Jason. Red Sparrow, 18/02/2018, Goldmann Verlag, pp.672, 9783442488537, £15.00
Translation of "Red Sparrow".
McCarten, Anthony. Jack, 28/02/2018, Diogenes, pp.256, hardback, 9783257068566, £24.50
Translation of "American Letters".
Moyes, Jojo. Mein Herz in zwei Welten, Band 3, 23/01/2018, Wunderlich, pp.592, hardback,
9783805251068, £25.50
Translation of "Still Me".
Murakami, Haruki. Die Ermordung des Commendatore, Bd.1, 25/01/2018, DuMont Buchverlag, pp.480,
hardback, 9783832198916, £28.99
Translation from Japanese. English title: "Killing Commendatore".
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Nguyen, Viet Thanh. Der Sympathisant, 14/08/2017, Karl Blessing Verlag, pp.528, hardback,
9783896675965, £26.50
Translation of "The Sympathizer".
Slaughter, Karin. Die gute Tochter: Psychothriller, 03/08/2017, HarperCollins Hamburg, pp.608,
hardback, 9783959671101, £22.99
Translation of "The Good Daughter".
Slimani, Leïla. Dann schlaf auch du, 21/08/2017, Luchterhand Literaturverlag, pp.224, hardback,
9783630875545, £20.00
Translation of "Chanson Douce".
Walters, Minette. Die letzte Stunde, 12/03/2018, Heyne, pp.656, hardback, 9783453271685, £24.50
Translation of "The Last Hours".
Wolff, Michael. Feuer und Zorn, 16/02/2018, Rowohlt, pp.480, hardback, 9783498094652, £22.50
Translation of "Fire and Fury".

Italian
New Fiction
Albinati, Edoardo. Un adulterio, 08/06/2017, Rizzoli, pp.128, hardback, 9788817095617, £16.99
Stealing a weekend away from ordinary life to consume their newly born passion, the two protagonists embark
on a boat journey to an island where time is still.
Angello Hornby, Simonetta. Nessuno può volare, 01/09/2017, Feltrinelli, pp.220, 9788807032530,
£20.50
The popular author recalls her childhood in this enchanting memoir.
Barzini, Chiara. Terremoto, 26/09/2017, Mondadori, pp.332, hardback, 9788804675327, £20.50
Eugenia, a Roman teenager, moves with her family to a rough area of Los Angeles at the beginning of the 90s.
Through her eyes we see love, drugs and excess, overwhelming and delicate friendships, and finally the
emergence of a political conscience.
Bignardi, Daria. Storia della mia ansia, 20/02/2018, Mondadori, pp.186, hardback, 9788804673156,
£23.50
Lea suffers from anxiety, just like her mother did. While life takes its course, she looks at her dark side, trying
to save what still has meaning for her.
Bonini, Carlo & Giancarlo De Cataldo. Suburra, 26/10/2017, Einaudi, pp.538, 9788806237141,
£15.50
BESTSELLER. Rome. Two old enemies, a criminal and a policeman, engage in their final challenge.
Bosco, Federica. Ci vediamo un giorno di questi, 14/01/2018, Garzanti, pp.310, hardback,
9788811672708, £20.50
Lifelong friends fiery Caterina and fearful Ludovica could not be more different. When the dynamics of their
friendship change, Ludovica finds herself beginning a dangerous, unexpected and surprising new existence.
Camilleri, Andrea. La rete di protezione: Commissario Montalbano, 25/01/2018, Sellerio, pp.291,
9788838936555, £16.99
In the latest Montalbano book, the inspector has to deal with an episode of bullying in school, immersing him
in the world of teenagers and their shrewd intelligence.
Carofiglio, Giancarlo. Il maestro, 12/09/2017, Piemme, pp.154, 9788856661798, £21.50
Corrado Lazari was the greatest actor of the twentieth century but is now a lonely man. Fame, success, friends,
all lost. Until one day Alessandra, a young theatre student, comes into his life.
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Carrisi, Donato. La ragazza nella nebbia, 14/09/2017, Longanesi, pp.373, hardback, 9788830448827,
£15.50
Everything changes on a night of ice and fog in Avechot, a village in the Alps. The car of agent Vogel ends up
in a ditch. He does not remember why and how he got there while he should be searching for a girl who
disappeared in the fog.
Casati Modignani, Sveva. Festa di famiglia, 17/10/2017, Sperling & Kupfer, pp.184, hardback,
9788820063252, £16.99
As Christmas approaches in Mila four friends Andreina, Carlotta, Gloria and Maria Sole meet every week in a
restaurant in Piazza Novelli to talk and share confidences.
Correnti, Dario. Nostalgia del sangue, 17/01/2018, Giunti, pp.544, hardback, 9788809856011, £24.50
A serial killer in northern Italy uses the same methods of a killer from the 19th century as Marco Besana and
Ilaria Piatti follow his trail.
Crapanzano, Dario. La squillo e il delitto di Lambrate, 18/01/2018, SEM, pp.186, hardback,
9788893900485, £20.50
Milan, 1951. Margherita, a high-profile prostitute, learns that a childhood friend stands accused of murdering
her boyfriend. Convinced of her innocence, Margherita becomes a detective in order to help her.
D'Avenia, Alessandro. Ogni storia é una storia d'amore, 31/01/2018, Mondadori, pp.324, hardback,
9788804681571, £21.99
D'Avenia tries to unravel the web of many different love stories and to weave the narrative thread that unites
them. To do so, like a "philosopher of myth", he addresses the archetype of every love story: Eurydice and
Orpheus.
De Luca, Erri & Alessandro Mendini. Diavoli custodi, 14/09/2017, Feltrinelli, pp.89, 9788807032554,
£17.99
A book that combines 36 stories by Erri De Luca and drawings by the artist Alessandro Mendini, duets which
always begin with an illustration from which the story then freely begins.
Emanueli, Roberto. E allora baciami, 27/01/2018, Rizzoli, pp.297, 9788817093521, £20.99
Leonardo still cannot free himself from the memories of his first love. Since Angela left he has had so many
women, but no one can hope to take her place.
Fontana, Matteo. Il veleno dei ricordi, 08/02/2018, Feltrinelli, pp.313, 9788807032714, £21.99
The main character has no memory. However, thanks to dialogues with his psychiatrist the face of a woman
gradually reappears: he does not remember her name, but he feels he has loved her.
Malvaldi, Marco. Negli occhi di chi ci guarda, 12/01/2018, Sellerio, pp.274, 9788838936845, £14.99
When the time comes to decide whether or not to sell their beautiful Tuscan estate, the twins Zeno and Alfredo
Cavalcanti, find themselves divided in this character-driven and satirical novel.
Manzini, Antonio. Orfani bianchi, 15/02/2018, Tea, pp.240, 9788850249046, £6.99
Mirta, a young Moldovan woman in Rome in search of work, meets a series of characters whom she keeps
company until the day of their death. A moving and relatable story of contemporary Italy.
Maraini, Dacia. Tre donne: Una storia d'amore e disamore, 26/10/2017, Rizzoli, pp.207, hardback,
9788817096966, £18.50
Gesuina, Maria and Lori are a grandmother, a mother and a daughter forced by circumstances to live
together. The fragile balance which regulates the lives of the three generations is shattered when a man enters
their lives.
Marone, Lorenzo. Un ragazzo normale, 22/02/2018, Feltrinelli, pp.283, 9788807032783, £19.99
Mimi, a talented, twelve year old comic fan, lives in Naples where his father works as a porter. She spends her
days on the sidewalk with his best friend Sasa, his teenage sister and his grandparents.
Melandri, Francesca. Sangue giusto, 14/09/2017, Rizzoli, pp.527, hardback, 9788817092159, £24.50
Ilaria returns to her apartment and finds a surprise waiting for her: a boy with black skin and long legs who
shows her a passport. "My name is Shimeta Ietmgeta Attilaprofeti," he says to her, "and you're my aunt."
Muccino, Silvio. Quando eravamo eroi, 08/03/2018, La nave di Teseo, pp.236, 9788893444064, £18.99
Alex is thirty-four and is about to return to Italy. In his home in Amsterdam he looks at an old photo that shows
him as an adolescent with his four friends who represented his whole world at the time. A passionate novel
about the strength of friendship.
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Niffoi, Salvatore. Il venditore di metafore, 11/10/2017, Giunti, pp.192, hardback, 9788809849174,
£18.99
Agapitu Vasoleddu, known Matoforu, the "seller of metaphors", guides us in this book. Here, in a southern
Italian square, he promises adventures: "stories for young and old, a thousand stories in one, the whole world
at the tip of the word!".
Oggero, Margherita. Non fa niente, 24/10/2017, Einaudi, pp.244, hardback, 9788806235598, £20.50
Esther and Rosanna are two friends in post war Turin, sharing life and problems but staying strong in a world
not fit for two young women.
Ostuni, Lorenzo. The cage: Uno di noi mente, 13/03/2018, Mondadori, pp.187, 9788891815071, £17.99
Ray wakes up in a cell. He is alone and doesn't remember anything, how he got there, nor why. He wears a
uniform he does not recognise, yellow like the light that illuminates the small room in which he is locked.
Pederiali, Giuseppe. Stella di piazza Giudia, 17/01/2018, Giunti, pp.192, 9788809857780, £15.50
Celeste is the most beautiful girl in the Rome Ghetto but almost no one calls her by her name. She is Stella,
to her admirers, or, in the dark years of the German occupation, ‘Black Panther’ to the relatives of the many
she handed over to the Fascists.
Postorino, Rosella. Le assaggiatrici, 11/01/2018, Feltrinelli, pp.285, 9788807032691, £20.50
Rosa Sauer is hungry. There are nine other women with her. She has to try Hitler's food before it is served to
him. In the closed room of the forced canteen, alliances, friendships and underground rivalries are intertwined
among the young women.
Presta, Marco. Accendimi, 17/01/2018, Einaudi, pp.238, 9788806236083, £20.50
Caterina's patisserie sweetens the life of many people, but what about her? Her boyfriend Giancarlo is a police
officer who does not know how to excite her. Her friends rarely remember her and Vittorio, her brother, has
the unique talent to get in trouble.
Saviano, Roberto. Bacio feroce, 12/10/2017, Feltrinelli, pp.387, 9788807032615, £20.50
The boys who tried to control the city in 'La Paranza dei Bambini', now are looking for allies to get stronger. The
relationships with their families and the very idea of power is analysed in depth in Saviano's the second novel.
Simoni, Marcello. L'eredità dell'abate nero: Secretum Saga, 19/06/2017, Newton Compton,
pp.347, hardback, 9788822704474, £11.99
Florence 1459.When banker Giannotto de 'Grifi is killed in mysterious circumstances, the only witness is
Tigrinus, a young thief of unknown origins. He witnessed the crime, but at a very high price: being arrested on
charges of murder.
Siti, Walter. Il contagio, 28/09/2017, Rizzoli, pp.370, hardback, 9788817097000, £20.50
The 'professor', who belongs to a different Rome, spends his time in the suburbs where lives Marcello, his lover.
Here, in a decadent side of town, he meets the most interesting and real characters of modern Italian
literature. Siti at his best.
Sole, Francesco. ti voglio bene: #poesie, 02/01/2018, Mondadori, pp.212, hardback, 9788804681946,
£16.50
A fresh collection of poems by the youngest published Italian poet of the year. Very popular with millennials.
Strukul, Matteo. I Medici. Decadenza di una famiglia, 23/10/2017, Newton Compton, pp.383, hardback,
9788822707734, £15.50
Seventeenth-century Paris is the essence of vice and violence. Maria de 'Medici, recently married to Henry IV
of Bourbon, soon finds herself confronted with the rapacious aims of Henriette d'Entragues.
Veladiano, Mariapia. Lei, 26/10/2017, Guanda, 9788823519329, £22.99
Winner of Calvino Prize 2017. The very human story of Mary, mother of Jesus, a tale which will told for
generations in poetry, in painting, in music.
Vinci, Simona. Parla Mia Paura, 19/09/2017, Einaudi, pp.121, 9788806235901, £13.99
Simona Vinci immerses herself in fear. Looking inside herself, Vinci shows how we can challenge the code of
silence surrounding anxiety, panic and depression and find salvation through literature.
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Translations into Italian
Aciman, André. Chiamami col tuo nome, 16/03/2017, Guanda, pp.271, 9788823517578, £18.50
Translation of 'Call me by your name'.
Asher, Jay. Tredici, 02/01/2018, Mondadori, pp.229, hardback, 9788804677147, £18.40
Translation of 'Thirteen reasons why'.
Eggers, Dave. Il cerchio, 02/02/2018, Mondadori, pp.396, 9788804679974, £16.50
Translation of 'The circle'.
Follett, Ken. La colonna di fuoco, 20/01/2018, Mondadori, pp.912, hardback, 9788804676270, £29.50
Translation of 'A column of fire'.
Gyasi, Yaa. Non dimenticare chi sei, 02/01/2018, Garzanti, pp.334, hardback, 9788811671671, £18.50
Translation of 'Homegoing'.
King, Stephen. It, 02/01/2018, Sperling&Kupfer, pp.1206, hardback, 9788820062903, £24.99
Translation of 'It'.
McEwan, Ian. Nel guscio, 02/01/2018, Einaudi, pp.173, hardback, 9788806232740, £20.50
Translation of 'Nutshell'.
Nesbø, Jo. L'uomo di neve, 02/01/2018, Einaudi, pp.536, 9788806231910, £21.99
Translation of 'The snowman'.
Pullman, Philip. Il libro della polvere: La Belle Sauvage, 02/01/2018, Salani, pp.476, hardback,
9788893812801, £22.99
Translation of 'The book of dust'.
Shafak, Elif. Tre figlie di Eva, 02/01/2018, Bur, pp.443, 9788817097611, £15.99
Translation of 'Three daughters of Eve'.
Whitehead, Colson. La ferrovia sotterranea, 02/01/2018, Bigsur, pp.376, 9788869980879, £21.99
Translation of 'The underground railroad'.

Polish
New Fiction
Bator, Joanna. Purezento, 29/11/2017, Znak, pp.288, hardback, 9788324050277, £17.50
For some years now the author has been interested in the Japanese culture. This book is her first fiction book
written in the spirit of Zen.
Brejdygant, Igor. Szadź, 01/11/2017, Marginesy, pp.400, 9788365780645, £13.99
Crime. A policewoman in charge of an inquiry has to not only fight against a cold-blooded murderer, but also
against personal problems and the misogyny of her colleagues. Is she strong enough to cope with it all?
Bunda, Martyna. Nieczułość, 26/10/2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, pp.288, 9788308064276, £12.99
Family saga.
Cegielski, Tadeusz. Nowy lepszy morderca, 17/01/2018, W.A.B., 9788328037052, £14.99
A vintage-style crime novel set against the background of the communism.
Ćwirlej, Ryszard. Błyskawiczna wypłata, 15/11/2017, Zysk i S-ka, pp.420, 9788328704220, £15.99
Crime. Is there a connection between the murder of a secret police affiliate and a bold robbery?
Fabisińska, Liliana. Z jednej gliny, 17/01/2018, Filia, pp.360, 9788380753808, £13.99
Nora tries to make ends meet by organising pottery workshops, even though she does not have a clue. But
when three other women join in the situation changes for the better.
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Falkowska, Małgorzata. To nie jest twoje dziecko, 05/02/2018, Lira Publishing, 9788365838124,
£15.99
At what cost can motherhood come? Anna and Pawel, a wealthy couple, and a young student Michalina make
a decision that will irreversibly change their lives…
Filipowicz, Kornel. Romans prowincjonalny i inne historie, 14/02/2018, Znak, 9788324053377, £19.50
Selected stories from one of the most interesting Polish authors of the 20th century.
Gęścińska, Alicja. Pewnego rodzaju miłość, 11/10/2017, W.A.B., pp.304, 9788328047587, £13.99
Lives of three women spin around one man. What is the secret of his charisma?
Jadowska, Aneta. Trup na plaży i inne sekrety rodzinne, 31/01/2018, Sine Qua Non, 9788381290890,
£16.50
A perfect summer read combining crime and comedy. When Magda returns to her small town at the seaside,
she doesn't expect to end up having to investigate a man's death all on her own.
Kalicińska, Małgorzata. Lilka, 22/11/2017, Burda Publishing, 9788380533172, £17.50
After 30 years together, Marianna's husband decides to leave. With children having their own lives and no one
to turn to, she has to face the loneliness, ask herself some important questions and rediscover herself.
Kalicka, Manuela. Koniec i początek, 16/01/2018, Proszynski Media, 9788381231084, £17.99
Three women meet in 1944 soon after the fall of the Warsaw Uprising. As they no longer have any relatives
left, they decide to stick together and help each other rebuild their lives in these difficult times.
Kalinowski, Grzegorz. Pogromca grzeszników, 25/10/2017, Muza SA, pp.560, 9788328707603, £17.50
BESTSELLER. Historical fiction. Kornel Strasburger, a talented yet rather unconventional detective is in charge
of the investigation of the murder of Madame Gala, a well-know and influential figure in the Warsaw
underworld.
Karpowicz, Ignacy. Miłość: Retrofuturystyczna powieść, wyzwalająca od wstydu, strachu, niechęci.,
23/11/2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, pp.292, hardback, 9788308064108, £17.99
Highly stylised novel loosely based around life of Iwaszkiewicz, one of the most prominent Polish authors of the
XX century.
Kowalewska, Hanna. Inna wersja życia, 14/02/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308064641, £20.50
When Matylda receives photos that don't match anything she has seen in her family albums, she realizes the
stories she's been told about her past may not be true…
—— Przelot bocianów, 18/04/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308064924, £17.99
A story of surprising events that can change a person’s life completely. When Matylda discovers she is
pregnant, she isn't quite sure if she is capable of accepting the fact that her life will never be the same again.
Krajewski, Marek. Mock. Ludzkie zło, 23/08/2017, Znak, pp.395, 9788324049684, £17.99
BESTSELLER. Historical crime. Mock is facing not only a terrible danger but also a difficult decision which will
definitely impact his personal life. Whom will he chose to save?
Kruk, Marcin. Grzeszyć inteligencją.: Opowiadania dla obdarzonych łaską krytycznego rozumu,
01/12/2017, Stapis, pp.152, 9788379670604, £16.99
Short stories set in a school somewhere in provincial Poland.
Majewski, Lech. Szczury Manhattanu, 06/02/2018, Rebis, 9788380622715, £15.99
A mysterious novel inspired by the 'Rat-Catcher of Hamelin' tale, where the sorrow and misery of one person
become a plague that takes over the city.
Maślanek, Jarosław. Góra miłości, 09/03/2018, W.A.B., hardback, 9788328050303, £15.99
After losing his wife the protagonist tries to discover the truth about last months of her life. Soon he realizes his
memories are very different from what other people are saying…
Mazur, Tomasz. Dawno zapowiadana nieobecność, 18/01/2018, Proszynski Media, 9788381231107,
£15.99
Tomasz comes from a good family, has a beautiful girlfriend and clear plans for his future, yet deep inside he
feels an urge to rebel against his family. When a blood-covered woman stops his car one day, he doesn't realize
that his life is never going to be the same again…
Michalak, Katarzyna. Promyk słońca, 28/02/2018, Znak, 9788324047802, £14.99
Can a sleepy village lost amongst the forests become a place where dreams come true? Chick lit.
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Miłoszewski, Zygmunt. Jak zawsze, 22/11/2017, W.A.B., pp.480, 9788328036079, £14.99
Ludwik and Grazyna are celebrating their fiftieth anniversary and end the evening fantasising about how their
life could have evolved differently. To their great surprise, when they wake up next morning, they are fifty years
younger...
Minier, Bernard. Noc, 30/01/2018, Rebis, 9788380622173, £15.99
Thriller. Police inspector Kirsten Nigaard investigates a murder on a drilling platform. All but one employee are
present, and in the missing one's cabin the police find a pile of strange photos…
Misiołek, Katarzyna. Julia zaczyna od nowa, 06/12/2017, Muza SA, pp.416, 9788328708013, £15.99
Chic lit. Julia, now in her mid forties, tries to balance pressure coming from her demanding family and her own
needs.
Mrok, Wiktor. Czerwony parasol, 19/01/2018, Initium, pp.592, 9788362577644, £13.99
Crime. Seventeen year old Tatiana is going home from an evening training. She does not suspect that at this
very moment her life will change forever.
Mróz, Remigiusz. Nieodnaleziona, 31/01/2018, Filia, 9788380753853, £14.99
Ten years after his fiancée disappeared, Damian has already lost his hopes, until one day he sees her photo
online. And then another, added by a man looking for her. Even though they knew each other since childhood,
Damian suddenly realises how little he knew about his loved one…
—— Oskarżenie, 27/09/2017, pp.564, 9788379767120, £14.50
BESTSELLER. Thriller. Joanna Chyłka receives a letter in which a wife claims that her imprisoned husband is
innocent but does not pay any attention to it until the wife disappears...
Opiat-Bojarska, Joanna. Gra o wszystko, 11/10/2017, Czwarta Strona, pp.456, 9788379767243,
£15.99
Crime. When a young, corpulent woman is found dead in her flat, the police's verdict is that she committed
suicide. But some details just don't seem to fit...
Orbitowski, Łukasz. Exodus, 01/12/2017, Sine qua non, pp.450, 9788365836274, £17.99
The main protagonist is on the run- will we ever understand what is he running away from?
Płaza, Maciej. Robinson w Bolechowie, 22/11/2017, W.A.B., pp.384, hardback, 9788328046306, £17.50
A count hides his treasure fearing it would be confiscated by the Nazis. After his tragic death, only his gardener
knows where it lays hidden.
Przewrocki, Andrzej. Przewrotny przybysz, 30/11/2017, Muza SA, pp.129, 9788328709256, £11.99
Mariański, usually a party animal and womanizer, is feeling blue. Not only summer has just finished, but he
is also in deep trouble with another macho man...
Rogalska, Magdalena. Wyprzedaż snów, 14/02/2018, Zna, 9788324053452, £16.99
After 8 years Agata returns to Krakow where she spent the best years of her youth. She doesn't know what is
left of that world and her old friendships, but discovers she has the strength to rebuild her life again.
Rogoziński, Alek. Lustereczko, powiedz przecie, 27/09/2017, Filia, pp.320, 9788380753150, £8.50
Thriller. The tragic suicide of Mister Polonia makes no sense for famous crime writer Róża Krull, who happens
to witness it, so she starts her own private investigation...
Sońska, Natalia. Zakochaj się Julio, 08/11/2017, Czwarta Strona, pp.376, 9788379767731, £15.99
Chic lit. Set in the idyllic scenery of Polish mountains this romantic love story, "Fall in love, Julia!" is a perfect
read for long winter evenings.
Świst, Paulina. Komisarz, 22/11/2017, Akurat, pp.320, 9788328708051, £16.99
BESTSELLER. Radosław Wyrwa, a charming police officer goes undercover in order to investigate the shady
business of a local entrepreneur.
Szczygielski, Bartosz. Krew, 25/10/2017, W.A.B., pp.400, 9788328047600, £17.50
Thriller. Gabriel Byś is under psychological assessment after being involved in a shooting on duty. But when a
human heart is found, he makes a decision to start his own private investigation.
Various. Trupów hurtowo trzech: Opowiadania kryminalne, 30/09/2017, Media Rodzina,
pp.248, 9788380083745, £11.50
The best Polish crime writers show off their skill in this anthology.
Waszut, Sabina. Zielony byfyj, 07/11/2017, Muza SA, pp.320, 9788328708259, £13.99
Family story set in Poland in the years just after the Second World War.
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Wolny-Hamkało, Agnieszka. Moja córka komunistka, 17/01/2018, W.A.B., pp.123, 9788328048171,
£17.50
As we follow life of the main protagonist Anna, we get to see changes taking place in Poland after the fall of
communism.
Zaborowska, Marta. Jej wszystkie śmierci, 25/10/2017, pp.440, 9788380158276, £15.50
Crime. When he receives an unexpected parcel from his great love, secrets of Erwin's past life resurface and
disquiet him.
Zakrzewska-Morawek, Iga. Wstyd, 07/02/2018, Wielka Litera, 9788380322295, £15.99
A story of three woman living with a deeply hidden shame that scars and poisons them and their families.
Zyskowska, Katarzyna. Historia złych uczynków, 28/02/2018, Znak, 9788324037919, £15.99
Nina starts her studies in Warsaw hoping to be able to get a better life than her mother. The moment she gets
in a car with a stranger changes everything - she ends up in a toxic relationship and when one day he
disappears, her whole world falls apart…

Translations into Polish
Beatty, Paul. Sprzedawczyk, 17/01/2018, Sonia Draga, pp.416, hardback, 9788381101080, £14.50
Translation of "The sellout".
Coben, Harlan. W domu, 17/01/2018, Albatros, 9788381251105, £15.99
Translation of 'Home'.
Coetzee, J. M. Lata szkolne Jezusa, 31/01/2018, Znak, hardback, 9788324053322, £17.99
Translation of 'The Schooldays of Jesus'.
Colombiani, Laetitia. Warkocz, 09/11/2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308064504, £15.99
The crossed paths of three women, on three different continents. In India, Smita longs to escape her menial life,
Julia in Palermo who discovers that her family’s business is failing, and Sarah, a Canadian lawyer who learns
that she has a breast cancer. Translation from French.
Cook, Robin. Szarlatani, 13/03/2018, Rebis, 9788380622975, £16.99
Translation of 'Charlatans'.
Darrieussecq, Marie. Świństwo, 31/01/2018, Karakter, 9788365271662, £15.99
English title: 'Pig Tales'. Translation from French.
Finn, A. J. Kobieta w oknie, 02/02/2018, W.A.B., 9788328050365, £16.99
Translation of 'The woman in the window'.
Flanagan, Richard. Nieznana terrorystka, 14/02/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, hardback,
9788308064672, £17.99
Translation of 'The unknown terrorist'.
Frances, Michelle. Ta dziewczyna, 15/02/2018, Albatros, 9788381251259, £15.99
Translation of 'Girlfriend'.
Gerritsen, Tess. Sekret, którego nie zdradzę, 25/10/2017, Albatros, 9788381250399, £15.99
Translation of 'I know a secret'.
Gonzalez, Tomas. Trudne światło, 28/02/2018, Znak, 9788324053391, £15.99
One of the most interesting Colombian authors translated into Polish for the first time. A multilayered story
about pain and loss, but also about closeness and life.
Hagalín Björnsdóttir, Sigurdur. Wyspa, 14/02/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, hardback,
9788308064719, £16.99
Thriller. Iceland, up to this moment a well functioning country, loses contact with the outside world from one
day to another. As the social structures begin to collapse, people are force to find new ways of surviving.
Translated from Icelandic.
Hammesfahr, Petra. Grzesznica, 31/01/2018, Otwarte, 9788375154832, £16.99
Translation of 'The Sinner'.
Hill, Nathan. Niksy, 13/09/2017, Znak, pp.864, hardback, 9788324049585, £23.99
Translation of "The Nix".
Ishiguro, Kazuo. Malarz świata ułudy, 22/10/2017, Albatros, pp.302, 9788381250900, £16.99
Translation of "An artist of the Floating World".
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James, E.L. Mroczniej, 31/01/2018, Sonia Draga, 9788381102872, £16.99
Translation of 'Darker'.
Jones, Andy. Kłopot z Henrym, problem z Zoe, 31/01/2018, Swiat Ksiazki, 9788380316744, £15.99
Translation of 'The trouble with Henry and Zoe'.
Kurniawan, Eka. Człowiek tygrys, 17/01/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, hardback, 9788308063910,
£15.50
English title: 'Man Tiger'. Translation from Indonesian.
Lee, Janice Y. K. Emigrantki, 18/04/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308064948, £15.99
Translation of 'The expatriates'.
Lockhart, Emily. Kłamczucha, 31/01/2018, Czwarta Strona, 9788379768394, £15.99
Translation of 'We were liars'.
Oates, Joyce Carol. O człowieku, który stracił cień, 03/04/2018, Rebis, 9788380621794, £17.99
Translation of 'The man without a shadow'.
Palacio, R. J. Cudowny chłopak, 17/01/2018, Albatros, 9788381250740, £15.99
Translation of 'Wonder'.
Robb, J. D. Uczeń i śmierć, 09/01/2018, Proszynski Media, 9788381231008, £15.99
Translation of 'Apprentice in death'.
Sem-Sandberg, Steve. Burza, 31/01/2018, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308064603, £15.99
English title: 'The tempest'. Translation from Swedish.
Sussman, Fiona. Ostatni raz, gdy rozmawialiśmy, 16/02/2018, Wydawnictwo Kobiece, 9788365740472,
£15.99
Translation of 'The last time we spoke'.
Vance, J. D. Elegia dla bidoków, 15/02/2018, Marginesy, 9788365973047, £16.99
Translation of 'Hillbill Elegy'.
Vann, David. Legenda o samobójstwie, 12/01/2018, Pauza, 9788394941406, £15.99
Translation of 'Legend of a suicide'.
Weingarten, Lynn. Piękne samobójczynie, 15/02/2018, Feeria, 9788372297204, £15.99
Translation of 'Suicide notes from beautiful girls'

Portuguese
New Fiction
Amado, Nuno. Parem Todos os Relógios, 23/01/2018, Oficina do Livro, pp.272, 9789897418617,
£23.99
Helena Remington falls madly in love with an Italian tourist but their romance is abruptly interrupted by a car
accident on the Italian coast during their holidays. Years later, she receives a letter from his daughter with a
bold and urgent request.
Anjos Mântua, Ana. A Americana que queria ser Rainha de Portugal: A incrível história de Nevada
Hayes, Mulher de D. Afonso, Duque do Porto, 01/01/2017, Manuscrito, pp.268, 9789898818744,
£21.99
Historical romance based on a life of a common American woman who became a duchess of Porto.
Chagas Freitas, Pedro. Envelhenescer, 01/01/2017, Marcador, pp.200, 9789897542923, £16.99
In a country like other countries, its population as average as others, suddenly something strange happens and
people instead of getting older get younger and younger each day.
Fernandes, Fernando P. Onório, o poeta bêbado, 01/01/2017, Coolbooks, pp.120, 9789897660719,
£17.99
Protagonist, a young boy born in respectable family is a daredevil of sorts. Expect a lot of mishaps and laughter!
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Gardeazabal, José. Meio homem metade baleia, 16/01/2018, Companhia das Letras, pp.360,
9789896654986, £23.99
In a world in which dehumanization seems irreversible, a wall divides mankind. Jonas and his young daughter
Aliss are led along the immense wall by a man named Servantes.
Gonçalves, Jonuel. A Ilha de Martim Vaz, 01/01/2017, Editora Guerra & Paz, pp.184, 9789897022470,
£17.99
During the preparations for the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, old manuscripts are found. To what extent
could the past events have an impact on the present?
Isaac, Maria. Onde cantam os grilos, 30/10/2017, Cultura Editoria, pp.296, 9789898886026, £21.99
Still a baby, he was left in a basket on the steps of a house by the lake. The mystery of his arrival is but one
in the long history of the Vaz family estate. Twenty years later, he tells the story of what shouldn't have been.
Lobo Antunes, António. Até Que as Pedras se Tornem Mais Leves Que a Água, 01/10/2017, Dom
Quixote, pp.456, 9789722063548, £23.99
From the author of "Os fantasmas da Guerra de Angola" (The Ghosts of the War in Angola) comes a book
that's vertiginous, violent and sometimes hard.
Lopes Taveres, Nuno. A hora de Maria, 01/02/2017, Saída de Emergência, pp.304, 9789897730306,
£21.50
The hundredth anniversary of Marian apparitions in Fatima is coming and the town is preparing for the pope's
visit. With the date fast approaching, strange rumours begin to spread that could not only disturb festivities, but
destroy the town's reputation forever.
Minh'alma, Raul. Todos os Dias são para Sempre, 01/10/2017, Manuscrito Editora, pp.312,
9789898871251, £18.99
Bestselling romance.
Moraes, Vinicius de. Para Viver um Grande Amor, 01/01/2017, Companha das Letras, pp.240,
9789896651794, £15.99
A collection of love poems by one of the best Brazilian authors.
Nepomuceno, Nuno. Pecados santos, 19/01/2018, Cultura Editora, pp.448, 9789898886101, £22.50
In the Jewish communities of London and Lisbon, a series of homicides occur, all of them recreating biblical
episodes. The case seems to be unresolved until a young university professor's life is threatened.
Nery, Júlia. Ei-los que partem, 23/02/2017, Sextante, pp.256, 9789896761882, £19.99
A group of friends realises that the only way for them to make their living would be to emigrate from Portugal...
Oliveira, Daniel. Sobre o Amor, 01/11/2017, Oficina do livro, pp.261, 9789897418570, £24.50
Bestselling romance.
Peixoto, José Luís. O Caminho Imperfeito, 01/09/2017, Quetzal Editores, pp.192, 9789897223563,
£22.50
BESTSELLER. Partly a private investigation, partly travel writing at its best, the new book by Peixoto will intrigue
and absorb its readers.
Pinto Coelho, João. Os Loucos da Rua Mazur, 01/11/2017, Leya, pp.312, 9789896604578, £23.99
Winner of Premio LeYa 2017.Paris, 2001. Yankel - a blind bookseller is visited by Eryk, his childhood friend.
They have not seen each other since a terrible incident which took place during the German occupation in the
small town where they grew up in Poland.
Prates, Marta. Não Te Esqueças de Sentir, 01/01/2017, Chiado, pp.100, 9789895196715, £13.99
'Don't forget to feel' is a romantic novel that reminds us about the importance of love.
Rebelo Pinto, Margarida. Antes que seja tarde, 01/11/2017, Clube do Autor, pp.272, 9789897244001,
£19.50
Bestselling romance. In this new book by Margarida Rebelo Pinto we find three women from different
generations, from the 60s to the present, with troubled sentimental lives and something in common: attraction
for the forbidden.
Redol, Alves. O cavalo espantado, 30/01/2018, Caminho, pp.288, 9789722128803
Jadwiga and Leo are Austrian refugees, "Jews with money", who arrive in Lisbon in February 1939. Their
characters gravitate around a dying world they no longer seem to belong to. A story of loneliness and monotony.
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Ribeiro, Pedro. Piadas Ribeirinhas: O Compêndio Possível, 01/12/2017, Cultura Editora, pp.152,
9789898886118, £13.99
Humorous Portuguese bestseller.
Ruffato, Luiz. Eles Eram Muitos Cavalos, 01/12/2017, Tinta da China, pp.144, 9789896714154, £15.50
Multi-award winning novel which was published in English title: "There were many horses".
Saramago, José. O Ano da Morte de Ricardo Reis, 01/10/2017, Porto Editora, pp.496, 9789720048820,
£22.50
Bestseller. English title: "The year of the death of Ricardo Reis".
Silva Carvalho, Mário. A Amazona Portuguesa, 01/01/2018, Saída de Emergência, pp.256, Books –
Other, 9789897730894, £21.50
Historical fiction based on a true story of a rebellious girl from the XVI century.
Sousa Lima, Paula de. O Paraíso, 01/02/2017, Casa das Letras, pp.264, 9789897416613, £20.50
In beautiful language, Paula de Sousa Lima constructs in "Paradise" a poignant narrative about prejudice,
repentance and destiny.
Torga, Miguel. O Senhor Ventura, 23/01/2018, Dom Quixote, pp.176, 9789722063937, £21.50
A story of pilgrimage, of death, misery and greatness, love and betrayal, famine, fever and joy.
Veiga, Paula. A Rainha Perfeitíssima, 01/01/2017, Saída de Emergência, pp.256, 9789897730146, £20.50
Historical novel based on eventful life of Leonor of Lancaster and her marriage to 'The perfect prince' John II
of Portugal.
Veiga, Teresa. O Último Amante, 01/02/2017, Tinta da China, pp.216, hardback, 9789896713515,
£17.99
"The last lover" is a collection of short stories, some never before published.

Translations into Portuguese
Allende, Isabel. Para lá do inverno, 01/01/2018, Porto Editora, pp.336, 9789720030221, £23.50
English title: "In the midst of winter". Translation from Spanish.
Anders, Charlie Jane. Os Pássaros no Fim do Mundo, 01/09/2017, TopSeller, pp.368, 9789898869319,
£22.50
BESTSELLER. Translation of "All the birds in the sky".
Atwood, Margaret. O Coração É o Último a Morrer, 01/01/2017, Bertrand Editora, pp.368,
9789722533171, £22.99
Translation of "The heart goes last".
Brown, Dan. Origem, 01/10/2017, Bertrand Editora, pp.552, 9789722534208, £29.50
Translation of "Origin".
Bryndza, Robert. Águas Profundas, 01/01/2018, Alma dos Livros, pp.328, 9789899993389, £22.99
BESTSELLER. Translation of "Dark water".
Cercas, Javier. O Monarca das Sombras, 01/07/2017, Assírio & Alvim, pp.248, 9789723719789, £20.99
The novel is based on the life of the author's uncle who died young during the Spanish Civil War.
Christie, Agatha. Um crime no Expresso Oriente, 01/11/2017, Edições Asa, pp.224, 9789896603281,
£10.99
Translation of "Murder on the Orient Express".
Dweck, Nicole. A Rapariga de Istambul, 01/01/2017, Edições Asa, pp.352, 9789892337395, £20.50
Historical romance. Translation of "The debt of Tamar".
Esposito, Chloé. Louca, 01/02/2018, Bertrand Editora, pp.382, Books – Other, 9789722534581, £22.99
Bestseller. Translation of "Mad".
Follett, Ken. Uma coluna de fogo, 22/09/2017, Editorial Presença, pp.768, 9789722360845, £31.99
Translation of "A column of fire".
Gaiman, Neil. Mitologia Nórdica, 01/08/2017, Editorial Presença, pp.248, 9789722360715, £16.50
Translation of "Norse mythology".
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Hawkins, Paula. Em Aguas Sombrias, 01/01/2017, Record, pp.364, 9788501109941, £21.99
Translation of "Into the water" into Brazilian Portuguese.
—— Escrito na Água, 01/07/2017, TopSeller, pp.384, 9789898800886, £22.50
Bestseller. Translation of "Into the water".
Houellebecq, Michel. Lanzerote, 01/01/2017, Alfaguara, pp.104, 9789896651718, £15.50
English title: "Lanzerote". Translation from French.
Kinsella, Sophie. Lua-de-Mel, 01/01/2017, Quinta Essência, pp.416, 9789897416484, £19.99
Translation of "Wedding night".
Le Carré, John. Um Legado de Espiões, 01/10/2017, Dom Quixote, pp.303, Books – Other,
9789722063791, £22.50
Translation of "Legacy of spies".
Pullman, Philip. O Livro do Pó, 01/01/2018, Editorial Presença, pp.391, 9789722361538, £21.99
Translation of "The book of dust".
Saunders, George. Lincoln no Bardo, 01/05/2017, Relógio D'Água, pp.368, 9789896417437, £21.50
Translation of "Lincoln in the Bardo"
Savit, Gavriel. Anna e o Homem Andorinha, 01/02/2017, Suma de Letras, pp.224, 9789896651909,
£17.99
Translation of "Anna and the swallow man".
Silva, Daniel. A Viúva Negra, 01/03/2017, Harper Collins, pp.508, 9788491391098, £26.99
Translation of "The black widow".
Whitehead, Colson. A Estrada Subterrânea, 01/09/2017, Alfaguara Portugal, pp.384, 9789896652807,
£25.99
Translation of "Underground railroad". Pulitzer Prize 2017.

Russian
New Fiction
Abgarian, Narine. Dalshe Zhit, 2018, AST, pp.256, hardback, 9785171016418, £12.99
The book is dedicated to the people who went to war, to those who survived and to those who did not. It
contains concentrated, evocative short stories, spun around the geographical location of the city of Berd in
Armenia.
Akunin, Boris. Bokh i shelma, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785179825784, £14.99
This picaresque story takes place in Russian Middle Ages. Russian boy Yashka is known as a mischief-maker,
yet German merchant Bokh still hires him for work. They travel together and Yashka's brilliant mind brings both
luck and misfortunes.
—— Znak Kaina, 2018, AST, pp.128, hardback, 9785171042929, £13.99
The book reflects one day in the life of John Vasilevich, also known as Ivan the Terrible. The whole country was
taken hostage by his insanity, yet he himself believed that he was only fulfilling higher will.
Basinskii, Pavel. Posmotrite na menia, 2018, AST, pp.480, hardback, 9785179826798, £18.99
The book is dedicated to Elizaveta Dyakonova, an activist of the nascent women's rights movement in Russia.
Dyakovna died in mysterious circumstances in the Austrian Alps where she was found naked, her clothes and
diary lying by her side.
Bikov, Dmitrii. Iiun, 2017, AST, pp.512, hardback, 9785170923687, £28.99
Three people, three different stories that collide - the tragicomedy of a young poet, the drama of a Soviet
journalist - love, betrayal and his eventual arrest, the grotesque of a mad scientist. It all happens in the time
period from 1930 till 1941.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Buksha, Kseniia. Ramka, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785171036287, £15.50
The novel takes place in a near future. The title refers to a walk-through detector used for security. Thousands
of people gather to celebrate the coronation of a new Tzar, yet some of them get detained. It is their stories
that shape the text.
Iakovleva, Iuliia. Ukroshenie krasnogo konia, 2017, Eksmo, pp.384, hardback, 9785699995950, £13.99
It's 1931. While Soviet state tries to select a better breed of people, investigator Zaitsev takes up the case of
somebody killing pedigree horses.
Iureva, Vlada. Krasnii, zhestokii, oranzhevii, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699866823, £12.99
As part of a psychological experiment, a selected group of random people investigates the death of an
American illusionist
Iuzefovich, Leonid. Kazaroza, 2017, AST, pp.416, hardback, 9785171038977, £18.99
In the 1920’s, a well known singer is shot dead during her performance in a provincial town. As well as being
a crime novel, concerned with the murder investigation it also gives a keen insight into history of the time.
Ivanov, Aleksei. Tobol. Malo Izbrannikh, 2018, AST, pp.832, hardback, 9785179826842, £23.99
The novel is set in Siberia, during the reforms of Peter the Great. It follows the curious pattern shaped by the
whimsical threads of people's destinies. Many have been called here, but who will be also "chosen" by the
place?
Kuznetsov, Sergei. Uchitel Dimov, 2017, AST, pp.416, hardback, 9785171053796, £21.50
Family saga about the fates of the Dimov family. With each new generation there are new "interiors", changing
times and different feelings in the air. Even if it seems that freedom is increasing, each of them is challenged
to make their own deal with reality.
Kuznetsova, Inga. Pechvork. Posle prochteniia shzet, 2017, Eksmo, pp.224, hardback, 9785699872756,
£11.99
The novel is harsh, yet at the same time lyrical. It deals with the subjects of control, abuse and masochism,
where fantasy blends with criminal cases.
Limonov, Eduard. Mongoliia, 2018, Piter, pp.224, hardback, 9785446105533, £14.99
The book contains ruminations and sketches of the once daredevil and flamboyant, but now more mature
author. Although named "Mongolia" it is much dedicated to Armenia, the Armenian nation and the region of
Karabakh mountains.
Metlitskaia, Mariia. Ia budu liubit tebia vechno, 2017, Eksmo, pp.352, hardback, 9785699990580,
£13.99
Milochka's life resembled the fairy tale of Cinderella. She met a man who took her to a glamorous apartment,
showered her with gifts, but the main thing was that she really loved him. Yet, the human heart is deceptive and
there are other princes around…
Mikhalkova, Elena. Net kuznechika v trave, 2018, AST, pp.416, hardback, 9785170974580, £13.99
Another person's life can be like an iceberg - only the smallest part is visible to the observer, but what secrets
are hidden beneath? Detectives Ilyushin and Babkin need to solve the mystery of a missing wife from a
seemingly happy family.
—— Zakroi dver za soboi, 2017, AST, pp.352, hardback, 9785170974573, £15.99
Conman Mikhail Groiss goes missing. It seems that nobody would miss him, yet private investigators Iliushin
and Babkin starts the search. Sometimes the captive can present more danger to the captor than other way
around...
Nikolaeva, Olesia. Sebe nazlo. Zhenskie portreti v proze, 2017, Nikeia, pp.304, hardback,
9785917616742, £18.50
The book contains stories of the fates of different women, the uneasy relationship between a man and a
woman and even the complicated relationship to one's self. Whether simple minded or insidious and
multifaceted, all characters are very convincing.
Novikov, Dmitrii. Golomianoe plamia, 2018, AST, pp.352, hardback, 9785171010096, £12.99
The action takes place in the Far East of Russia. Against the backdrop of powerful Northern nature, the recent
past becomes inseparable from the present and the drama of a single individual turns insignificant, yet the
tragedy of a whole nation irredeemable.
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Oganova, Irina. Illuziia schastia i liubvi, 2018, Piter, pp.352, hardback, 9785446107735, £14.99
Five novellas on love and life, leading the reader to the secret worlds of desires and withheld emotions where
one can easy recognize oneself.
Petrushevskaia, Liudmila. Stranstviia po povodu smerti, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback,
9785699987771, £19.50
A compilation of tales whose common theme is crime and wittingly or unwittingly transgressing the boundaries
of law.
Poliakova, Tatiana. Znak predskazatelia, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699954292, £15.50
The heroine and her three friends nicknamed The Joker, The Warrior and The Poet lead a private detective
bureau. Their new client is a rich provincial businessman who is afraid for the life of his daughter.
Rubina, Dina. Skvoz setochku sliapi, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699958153, £16.99
The book is based upon Rubina's European journeys, where the genius of a certain a place or city combines
with Rubina's own, thus creating a new point on the map as well as a story.
Sadulaev, German. Ivan Auslender, 2017, AST, pp.416, hardback, 9785170991464, £16.99
Middle-aged university lecturer finds himself unwittingly involved in politics - he participates in meetings, rallies,
"honest" elections. Yet, when instead of expected feeling of freedom comes disappointment. He embarks on
a journey.
Safarli, Elchin. Rasskazhi mne o more, 2017, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785170991846, £16.50
The novel centrates on relationship between man and woman as well as relationship between a person and city
where she or he lives, saying that living in a city is similar to loving a person.
Sherstobitov, Aleksei. Eksperti. Kriminalnaia drama, 2017, Knizhnii mir, pp.256, hardback,
9785950072680, £16.99
The author of this book is a legend of the criminal underground of the nineties. At once a thriller and a story
of a suddenly flushed love between a woman officer and a criminal, how much of it is fiction remains a puzzle.
Slavnikova, Olga. Prizhok v dlinu, 2017, AST, pp.512, 9785171041724, £18.50
The novel tells of a promising athlete who saves the life of a neighbour’s boy by pushing him out of the wheels
of a passing car. As a result he loses both legs and the boy becomes his sinister shadow.
Sokolov, Sasha. Mezhdu sobakoi i volkom, 2017, OGI, pp.320, hardback, 9785942828059, £18.99
The title comes from a saying about twilight, a time when a shepherd finds it hard to tell the difference between
his own dog and a marauding wolf. It is set around the river Volga which also appears as a border between the
living and the dead.
Tokareva, Viktoriia. Doma stoiat dolshe chem liudi, 2017, Azbuka, pp.256, hardback, 9785389135680,
£14.99
Collection of short stories on themes of love, children and family.
Traub, Masha. Moia babushka - Lermontov, 2018, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785040915842, £13.50
The grandmother of a main character lived in a village in Caucasus and worked as an editor-in-chief of the local
newspaper. She was proud of her nickname "Lermontov". The novel presents a mix of Caucasian traditions,
Soviet life and lots of sincerity.
Tsipkin, Aleksandr. Dom do svidanii, 2017, AST, pp.317, hardback, 9785170980260, £18.99
The book displays a variety of familiar characters and situations that seemingly could be found only in Russia,
yet behind that are realistic and universal life problems. Bright, subtle, touching and mischievous prose.
Valiullin, Rinat. Priviazannost, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785171000172, £15.50
The novel is dedicated to the subject of attachment.
Vasilev, Boris. Ne strelaite v belikh lebedei, 2017, AST, pp.256, 9785171045494, £6.50
The prose of Boris Vasilev is very cinematic. It is by no accident that many of his works have been made into
films, as they combine lively action with human drama. His protagonist often is an ordinary person, somebody
with a big, yet vulnerable, heart.
Vilmont, Ekaterina. Shpioni tozhe lokhi, 2017, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785171005986, £15.50
The main characters Bobrov and Marta seem to have an ideal union. Yet, some of the well wishers seem to
seek to destroy it. How long they will last? Humorous adventure novel.
Visotskii, Vladimir. Ia ne liubliu, 2017, AST, pp.416, 9785171000523, £8.50
The book contains song lyrics, poetry and other writings by known Russian singer-songwriter Vladimir Visotskii.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Zobern, Oleg. Avtobiografiia Isusa Khrista, 2017, Eksmo, pp.512, hardback, 9785040911240, £17.50
A biography of Christ, told by himself in a form of a confession. Highly acclaimed by many literary critics and
contemporary authors in Russia.

Translations into Russian
Adams, Douglas. Avtostopom Po Galaktike. Restoran "u Kontsa Vselennoi", 2018, AST, pp.608,
9785170858347, £9.99
Includes translations of "Life, the Universe and Everything", "So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish" and "Mostly
Harmless".
Adichie, Chimamanda. Amerikankha, 2018, Phantom Press, pp.640, hardback, 9785864717769,
£15.99
Translation of "Americanah".
Allende, Isabel. Dom Dukhov, 2017, Inostranka, pp.512, hardback, 9785389130135, £21.99
Translation of "The House of the Spirits".
Beauvoir, Simone de. Nedorazumenie v Moskvu, 2017, Eksmo, pp.160, 9785699946136, £6.50
Translation of "Misunderstanding in Moscow".
Bradbury, Ray. Vino iz oduvanchikov, 2017, Eksmo, pp.352, 9785699942398, £6.50
Translation of "The Dandelion Wine".
Brown, Dan. Proiskhozhdenie, 2018, AST, pp.576, hardback, 9785171061500, £25.50
Translation of "Origin".
Bukowski, Charles. O Koshkakh, 2017, Eksmo, pp.192, 9785040041046, £6.50
Translation of "On Cats".
Dali, Salvador. Dnevnik odnogo geniia, 2017, Azbuka, pp.320, hardback, 9785389131538, £19.99
Translation of "Diary of a Genius".
Druon, Maurice. Negozhe liliiam priast, 2017, Eksmo, pp.384, hardback, 9785699988211, £17.50
Translation of "The Accursed Kings: The Royal Succession".
—— Sladostrastie bitiia, 2017, Azbuka, pp.304, 9785389093935, £6.50
Translation from French
Dumas, Alexandre. Graf Monte-Kristo, 2017, Azbuka, pp.1264, hardback, 9785389127418, £40.99
An exquisite quality edition of "The Count of Monte Cristo", completed with original illustrations to the novel by
various 19th century French artists.
Harris, Robert. Konklav, 2018, Azbuka, pp.320, hardback, 9785389122215, £15.99
Translation of "Conclave".
Kang, Han. Vegetarianka, 2018, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785171025427, £15.50
Translation of "The Vegetarian".
Le Carre, John. Nochnoi Administrator, 2018, AST, pp.704, hardback, 9785171045623, £16.99
Translation of "The Night Manager".
Meyrink, Gustav. Golem, 2017, AST, pp.320, 9785171048198, £6.99
Translation of "The Golem".
Nesbo, Jo. Snegovik, 2017, Azbuka, pp.480, hardback, 9785389129139, £19.50
Translation of "The Snowman".
Palahniuk, Chuck. Boitsovskii Klub, 2017, AST, pp.254, 9785170845965, £8.99
Translation of "Fight Club".
Perry, Sarah. Zmei v Essekse, 2018, Phantom Press, pp.400, hardback, 9785864717776, £17.99
Translation of "The Essex Serpent".
Sartre, Jean Paul. Toshnota. Stena. Slova. Stavok bolshe net, 2017, AST, pp.608, hardback,
9785171017149, £18.99
Translations of "Nausea", "The Wall", "The Words" and "The Chips are Down".
Saunders, George. Linkoln v Bardo, 2018, Eksmo, pp.384, hardback, 9785040917259, £19.99
Translation of "Lincoln in the Bardo".
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Simenon, George. Moi drug Megre, 2018, Azbuka, pp.1088, hardback, 9785389129931, £24.99
The book contains eight Maigret novels.
—— Trubka Megre, 2017, 2017, pp.1120, hardback, 9785389129924, £24.99
The book contains 11 Maigret novels.
Verne, Jules. Deti Kapitana Granta, 2017, Azbuka, pp.640, hardback, 9785389131545, £40.99
Translation of "In Search of the Castaways". A beautifully bound gift edition, completed with illustrations.
—— Dvadtsat Tisiach Le pod Vodoi, 2017, Azbuka, pp.480, hardback, 9785389129115, £40.99
Translation of "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea". A beautifully bound gift edition, completed with
illustrations.
Wodehouse, P G. Derzhim udar, Dzhivs!, 2017, AST, pp.256, 9785179833208, £7.99
Translation of "Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves".

Spanish
New Fiction
Abad Faciolince, Héctor. El olvido que seremos, 05/10/2017, Alfaguara, pp.280, 9788420426402,
£22.50
On August 25th 1987, Héctor Abad Gómez, doctor and human rights activist is murdered in Medellín by
paramilitaries. A biographical novel written by his own son.A heartbreaking story about the violence that has
hit Colombia in the last fifty years.
Aira, César. Prins, 12/04/2018, Literatura Random House, pp.144, 9788439734352
A famous author dedicated exclusively to writing gothic novels decides to abandon the job definitively,
frustrated and bitter by the demands of the publishing market, and embark on a travelling adventure.
Albacete, Alfonso. Todo se mueve, 15/02/2018, Plan B, pp.304, 9788417001278, £22.99
Four women, ten secrets. This is the debut novel of film director Alfonso Albacete.
Alberto, Eliseo. La novela de mi padre, 30/06/2017, Alfaguara, pp.152, 9788420432564, £16.99
"Ten years after my father's death, I will return to his abandoned village. I will do it for him, for my mother, for
my brothers, for me." Eliseo Alberto takes over a novel that his father left unfinished.
Amoraga, Carmen. Basta con vivir, 10/10/2017, Ediciones Destino, pp.280, 9788423352876, £21.50
Pepa has spent much of her life taking care of her depressed widowed mother. When she can't get back the
job she quit to do so, she will be forced to reflect on the errors that have led her to be where she is.
Aramburu, Fernando. Autorretrato sin mí, 27/02/2018, Tusquets Editores, pp.192, hardback,
9788490665114, £20.50
A more personal book by the acclaimed author of Patria. Aramburu presents a series of "essays" about family
and life, that could possibly be about himself, or could resonate with the reader to a deeper level.
Arbina, Álvaro. La sinfonía del tiempo, 02/03/2018, Ediciones B, pp.560, hardback, 9788466662765,
£21.99
A young writer who tries to unravel the mysterious disappearance of her husband. A powerful Basque industrial
family that lives among ghosts and legends. A scientist willing to decipher the symphony hidden behind the
course of History.
Barneda, Sandra. Las hijas del agua, 15/03/2018, Suma de Letras, pp.554, hardback, 9788491292142,
£22.50
A secret sisterhood of women, one of them chosen to protect a legacy written in the water. Sandra Barneda
builds a novel which explores the territories of female desire and which surprises with its honesty and beauty.
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Bolaño, Roberto. Sepulcros de vaqueros, 02/09/2017, Alfaguara, pp.216, 9788420427430, £20.99
This volume includes three unpublished novellas in which Bolaño talks about concepts such as evil, violence and
love present in the history and literature of Mexico and Chile.
Borras, Raul. Esclavos del honor, 25/10/2017, Ediciones B, pp.720, hardback, 9788466662314, £25.50
In mid-1898, the Spanish garrison of Baler took refuge in the old church, awaiting the arrival of a relief column.
For 337 days they resist, fighting rebels, hunger, disease, betrayal and despair.
Cardenas, Mauro Javier. Los revolucionarios lo intentan de nuevo, 15/03/2018, Literatura Random
House, pp.320, 9788439733744, £23.99
After almost ten years as an expatriate working as an artist in San Francisco, Antonio believes he can return
to his native Guayaquil and save Equador from poverty and injustice.
Carrasco, Jesús. La tierra que pisamos, 18/09/2017, Booket, pp.272, 9788432232831, £11.50
At the beginning of the 20th Century, in a small village in Extremadura, Eva Holman lives in idyllic retirement
until she receives the unexpected visit of a man that will invade her house and her life.
Castellanos Moya, Horacio. Moronga, 01/02/2018, Literatura Random House, pp.336,
9788439734055, £20.50
José Zeledón, a silent and sullen man, lives tormented by his violent past. After fleeing El Salvador with a new
identity, he has managed to go unnoticed for years in the United States.
Cubiella, Rubén. Supernova, 24/11/2017, Camelot Ediciones, pp.120, 9788494783715, £16.99
An explosion of feelings, a Supernova of emotions. A debut that talks about loss and grief, but also about the
vastness of existence.
Cuenca Sandoval, Mario. El don de la fiebre, 02/03/2018, Seix Barral, pp.336, 9788432233371, £18.99
Olivier Messiaen was born with a gift: He has absolute hearing and can identify the quality, tone and colour of
each sound. This will make him one of the most famous composers of France and the World. Novel based on
a real life story.
Del Árbol, Víctor. Por encima de la lluvia, 18/09/2017, Destino, pp.512, 9788423352654, £23.99
Miguel and Helena live in a care home in Tarifa and feel that they have been relegated to an almost
ornamental plane. The dramatic suicide of a resident opens their eyes and they decide they do not want to
spend their last days remembering times gone by.
Del Río, Alfonso. La ciudad de la lluvia, 13/03/2018, Destino, pp.496, hardback, 9788423353422, £20.99
In the Bilbao of the early eighties, three mysterious deaths will unite the destinies of several characters with no
apparent connection other than their families' secret which is somehow connected to German Nazism.
Dueñas, María. Las hijas del Capitán, 12/04/2018, Planeta, pp.608, hardback, 9788408189985
New York, 1936. The accidental death of Emilio Arenas, owner of the restaurant El Capitán, forces his young
daughters to take the reins of the business while, in the courts, the collection of a promising compensation is
resolved.
Fernández Mallo, Agustín. Trilogía de la guerra, 02/03/2018, Seix Barral, pp.496, 9788432233609,
£23.99
Winner of Biblioteca Breve award 2018. Battles were fought on three places: the Galician island of San Simón,
Vietnam and the Normandy coast. Today, the people in these places are still connected through their fallen
ancestors.
Fernandez, Carine. Mil años después de la guerra, 06/02/2018, Espasa Libros, pp.288, hardback,
9788467051674, £20.50
Miguel Carabajal, a lonely elderly man, decides to leave with his inseparable dog Ramón and take a bus to his
hometown, Montepalomas, which he hasn't return to since the war.
Ferrandiz, Juan Francisco. La tierra maldita, 01/03/2018, Grijalbo, pp.672, hardback, 9788425356254,
£23.99
A historical epic with a touch of legend. The story of a subdued city that longed for freedom and the man who
fought to achieve it.
Fesser, Guillermo. Mi amigo invisible, 09/01/2018, Espasa, pp.430, 9788467050530, £21.99
Ingelmo is an author struggling to write his second novel after the moderate success of the first. To add insult
to injury, he'll have to endure a marital tsunami and the sermons coming from Agenjo, his invisible friend.
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Fonseca, Carlos. Museo animal, 06/09/2017, Anagrama, pp.448, 9788433998408, £25.99
In the midst of the euphoria for the arrival of the new millennium, a Caribbean museologist receives, on behalf
of a well-known fashion designer, an invitation to collaborate in a strange exhibition.
Frisa, María. Cuídate de mí, 01/02/2018, Plaza Janés, pp.464, hardback, 9788401020810, £20.50
Sub-Inspector Berta Guallar and Inspector Lara Samper work investigating cases of sexual crimes and gender
violence. When Commissioner Millán shows them the burnt body of an alleged rapist, they will both agree that
they are facing the most difficult case of their careers.
Garí, Fernando. Seis años de invierno, 08/03/2018, Ediciones B, pp.608, hardback, 9788466662888,
£21.99
Barcelona, 1941. Miguel enlists in the Blue Division moved by the desire to avenge the death of his father
during the Civil War. On the Russian front, fighting alongside the German army, he will discover the true
atrocities committed by the Nazis.
Grande, Almudena. Los pacientes del Doctor García, 11/09/2017, Tusquets, pp.768, 9788490664322,
£25.99
After the victory of Franco, Dr. Guillermo García Medina continues living in Madrid under a false identity. The
documentation that saved his life was a gift from his best friend, Manuel Arroyo Benitez, a Republican
diplomat.
Hachmi, Najat El. Madre de leche y miel, 20/02/2018, Ediciones Destino, pp.500, 9788423353378,
£23.50
Fatima is a married Muslim woman of the Rif, who leaves her home behind, and along with her daughter,
emigrates to Catalonia.
López Barrio, Cristina. Niebla en Tánger, 02/11/2017, Planeta, pp.336, hardback, 9788408178958,
£22.99
Planeta Award Finalist 2017. Cristina López Barrio narrates the life of a woman trapped in mediocrity that
takes an irreversible turn after going to bed with a mysterious stranger.
Marías, Javier. Berta Isla, 31/08/2017, Alfaguara, pp.600, 9788420427362, £25.99
Young Berta Isla and Tomás Nevinson met in Madrid, and very quickly decided to spend their lives together,
never suspecting that they were heading towards an intermittent coexistence, and then a disappearance.
Martínez-Belli, Laura. Locura imperial, 02/03/2018, Espasa Libros, pp.448, 9788467051094, £19.99
In the mid-nineteenth century, Carlota, wife of the archduke of Austria, was one of the most glittering stars of
European royalty. Her ambitious character and powerful relations made her fight for a place in the spotlight.
Mercero, Antonio. El final del hombre, 11/09/2017, Alfaguara, pp.416, 9788420430652, £21.50
On the morning police officer Carlos Luna is leaving his old identity to appear as Sofía Luna, a terrible murder
shakes the police brigade: The son of a famous historical writer has been assassinated, and every suspect
seems to hide something.
Millás, Juan José. Que nadie duerma, 15/02/2018, Alfaguara, pp.212, 9788420432953, £20.50
The mundane and the extraordinary are intertwined in this novel, which has all the key points of the narrative
universe of Juan José Millás: Irony, different sides of reality, solitude and the unfolding of the self.
Molina, Miquel. La sonámbula, 09/01/2018, Ediciones Destino, pp.256, 9788423353187, £20.50
A political thriller in a great police novel crossed by four mysterious love stories from the Vatican to Patagonia
filled with suspense, corruption and glamour.
Muñoz Molina, Antonio. Un andar solitario entre la gente, 13/02/2018, Seix Barral, pp.520,
9788432233500, £25.50
The story of a walker who always writes in pencil, cutting and hitting things, picking up papers on the street in
the wake of artists who have practiced the art of collage, garbage and recycling to denounce the extreme noise
of capitalism.
Neuman, Andrés. Fractura, 01/02/2018, Alfaguara, pp.608, 9788420432427, £25.50
Mr. Watanabe, a survivor of the atomic bomb, feels like a fugitive from his own memory and is about to make
one of the most crucial decisions of his life. The earthquake prior to the Fukushima accident stirs the collective
past.
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Palomas, Alejandro. Un amor, 06/02/2018, Destino, pp.464, hardback, 9788423353354, £23.50
Winner of the Premio Nadal 2018.In the small universe of Amalia's family, the gears move to the unbalanced
rhythm of emotions. The night before the wedding of her daughter Emma, a phone call unleashing a series of
dramatic consequences.
Pérez-Reverte, Arturo. Eva, 15/10/2017, Alfaguara, pp.290, hardback, 9788420419572, £23.99
Sequel to the acclaimed "Falcó". During the Spanish Civil War, a new mission takes Lorenzo Falcó to Tangier,
a turbulent crossroads of spies, illicit traffic and conspiracies.
Pichel, Berta. Cicatrices de charol, 15/02/2018, Ediciones B, pp.416, hardback, 9788466662659, £23.99
Nía is a 18 year old young girl who dreams of being an actress while she lives under the protective shade of
her conservative mother. One day, she meets Valeriano, an UGT activist, with whom she will start a passionate
romance that will force her to face the prejudices of a society in the dawn of the Civil War.
Pintomontano, Manuel. El fuego de la libertad, 15/02/2018, Ediciones B, pp.496, hardback,
9788466662703, £25.50
Gregoria Salazar is the captain of a pirate ship. Both King Charles III and the Pope have put a price on her
head. Conspiracies, crimes, impossible love stories and an epic heroine guided by her relentless search for
freedom.
Pradas, Nuria. El aroma del tiempo, 15/02/2018, SUMA, pp.448, 9788491292135, £21.99
At the age of eleven, Pablo Soto becomes an war orphan and must to travel to the French city of Grasse, the
capital of perfume, to live with relatives. There, he will learn the trade of perfume making.
Pron, Patricio. Lo que está y no se usa nos fulminará, 18/01/2018, Literatura Random House, pp.192,
9788439733737, £18.99
A collection of bizarre short stories.
Quintín Maza, Marta. El color de la luz, 08/02/2018, Suma, pp.216, 9788491290285, £19.99
Blanca Luz Miranda is a successful businesswoman, whose goal is to amass a great fortune in order to buy art.
The acquisition, in a New York auction, of one of the most disturbing paintings of Martin Pendragón will fulfill
her dream.
Quirós, Mariano. Una casa junto al tragadero, 01/09/2017, Tusquets Editores, pp.232, 9788490664674,
£20.50
Tusquets Award 2017. A story of survival in the midst of hostile nature in Argentina.
Ramírez, Sergio. Ya nadie llora por mí, 05/10/2017, Alfaguara, pp.360, 9788420427355, £21.50
Inspector Dolores Morales is a retired policeman who now works as a private investigator. He normally deals
with adultery cases from a low-income clientele. But a new case will break his routine: the disappearance of a
millionaire's daughter.
Reina Antolín, Miquel. Luces en el mar, 30/01/2018, Espasa Libros, pp.280, 9788467051650, £21.99
After the tragic death of their son, Harold and Mary Rose Grapes abandoned their dreams and moved a
remote island, away from everything. Now, fate puts them to the test again and they are forced to abandon
their home in a unexpected way.
Restrepo, Laura. Los divinos, Alfaguara, pp.256, 9788420432687
The body of a girl is found floating in the water in what seems like a ritual. At the heart of this episode is the
superficial world of a wealthy and macabre brotherhood. Based on a true story.
Riera, Carme. Vengaré tu muerte, 22/03/2018, Alfaguara, pp.232, 9788420432977, £18.99
Private detective Helena Martínez is commissioned to investigate the disappearance of a Catalan
businessman.
Riesco, Nerea. Los lunes en el Ritz, 02/03/2018, Espasa Libros, pp.496, 9788467051704, £19.99
Martina Romero attends her first party in the halls of the Ritz in Madrid in 1929, after convincing her strict
father.There she meets Bosco, an aspiring actor with whom he has an unfortunate disagreement.
Rivas, Manuel. El lápiz del carpintero, 05/04/2018, Alfaguara, pp.184, 9788420433394
In the Santiago de Compostela prison, in the summer of 1936, a painter draws the Portico de la Gloria with
a carpenter's pencil. The faces of the prophets and the elders of the orchestra of the apocalypse are those of
his fellow Republican prisoners.
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Ruiz, Daniel. Maleza, 06/02/2018, Tusquets Editores, pp.304, 9788490664995, £19.99
Nobody said that life was easy. But it's much worse in the Balseras neighbourhood. Three bizarre and strangely
lyrical stories which confirm Daniel Ruiz as a great storyteller.
Sáez Carral, Miguel. Una mujer infiel, 27/02/2018, Planeta, pp.448, hardback, 9788408182610, £18.99
One summer night, a woman suffers a brutal aggression. Inspector Jorge Driza takes up the case of what
seems to be a domestic crime. However, the victim's partner denies it.
San Sebastian, Isabel. Lo Ultimo Que Veran Tus Ojos, 27/03/2018, Debosillo, pp.393, hardback,
9788401017421, £18.99
Thrilling investigation that will take the odd couple, a sophisticated art dealer and a brute taxi driver, on a
terrifing journey from Budapest to Madrid.
Sánchez-Garnica, Paloma. La sonata del silencio, 02/10/2017, Planeta, pp.900, 9788408176497,
£14.99
Marta Ribas had a promising future when she met Antonio, but when Antonio falls ill, she is forced to go to
work, exposing herself to gossip from their neighbours. However, this will give her the chance to save herself
and her daughter.
Sierra, Javier. El fuego invisible, 03/11/2017, Planeta, 9788408178941, £24.50
Winner of Premio Planeta 2017. David Salas finds himself in the middle of a surprising race to find one of the
students of Victoria Goodman, a family friend. The key seems to be hidden in the myth of the Holy Grail and
its link with Spain.
Skármeta, Antonio. Libertad de movimiento, 25/10/2017, Debolsillo, pp.168, 9788466342520, £12.50
A selection of stories by Antonio Skármeta. Quick and intense stories with a diaphanous ironical prose written
by the hand of a recognized master of the short fiction genre.
Somoza, José Carlos. El origen del mal, 18/01/2018, Ediciones B, pp.400, 9788466662635, £23.50
A well-known writer receives a mysterious manuscript from the hands of a bookseller friend. There are more
than 200 pages dated 1957. The request states he must read it in a day. Intrigued, the novelist begins to read
and discovers a story of secrets and betrayals told by Ángel Carvajal, a Spanish military man from the Falange
who acted as a spy in North Africa.
Vega, Mercedes. Todas las familias felices, 15/03/2018, Plaza & Janés, pp.432, hardback, 9788401020773,
£21.50
Teresa Anglada sees how her life falls apart when her daughter Jimena disappears at the Reina Sofía Art
Museum in Madrid without a trace. She'll soon discover there have been similar occurrences in the past.
Vila-Matas, Enrique. Doctor Pasavento + Bastian Schneider, 04/10/2017, Seix Barral Ediciones,
pp.456, 9788432232824, £20.50
The famous writer Andrés Pasavento wishes to regain his anonymity and changes his identity to that of a doctor
in psychiatry who travels to Campo di Reca to interview Professor Morante, in an asylum on the slopes of
Mount Vesuvius.
Vilas, Manuel. Ordesa, 18/01/2018, Alfaguara, pp.336, 9788420431697, £20.99
Reality and fiction are mixed in this novel written with a brave and transgressive voice that shows the difficulties
of the contemporary history in Spain.

Reprints
Bolaño, Roberto. El espíritu de la ciencia ficción, 02/03/2018, Punto de lectura, pp.200, 9788466342162,
£12.99
Published posthumously by the author's widow, this book stirred controversy among fans and press. Is it
another masterwork or an unfinished piece that should have been kept in a drawer? Judge for yourself.
Cela, Camilo José. Gavilla de fábulas sin amor y otros divertimentos, 12/04/2018, deBolsillo, pp.848,
9788466342315
A collection of fables by the renounced author of "La Colmena".
—— Santa Balbina, 37, gas en cada piso y otras novelas, 12/04/2018, deBolsillo, pp.448, 9788466342308
A collection of short novels by the renounced author of "La Colmena".
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Chacón, Inma. Tierra sin hombres, 02/02/2018, Booket, pp.480, 9788408181088, £13.50
A family intrigue set in Galicia in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a land of living widows. Women watch
the men in their lives emigrate in search of a better life, a dream that is sometimes fulfilled, and sometimes
turned against all.
Corrales, Antonia J. Mujeres de agua, 15/02/2018, Ediciones B, pp.280, 9788490704417, £12.50
Sequel to "En un rincón del alma". A novel about the power of friendship, as well as the human passions and
their mysteries.
Flores, Paulina. Qué vergüenza, 02/03/2018, Seix Barral, pp.304, 9788432233364, £11.99
Nine stories that deliver a stripped-down vision, with an overwhelming sincerity, of contemporary life in Chilean
society.
Freire, Espido. Llamadme Alejandra, 27/02/2018, Booket, pp.368, 9788408181507, £9.99
Azorin Novel Prize 2017. As if they were chess figures, the Romanov family prepares in silence for a new
transfer, after the abdication of the Tsar. Alejandra, the Tsarina, dreams of seeing her four daughters married.
Guelbenzu, J. M. El asesino desconsolado, 02/02/2018, Destino, pp.336, 9788423353170, £12.99
Julia has just moved into a new apartment. To celebrate, her friend Mariana makes a unexpected visit but,
shortly after arriving, a ring on the doorbell interrupts the evening. Behind the door they find the corpse of a
man stabbed in the back.
Iturbe, Antonio. A cielo abierto, 27/02/2018, Booket, pp.624, 9788432233333, £12.50
France in the 20s: Only the best pilots are accepted in Latécoère. Among the chosen are Jean Mermoz, Henri
Guillaumet and Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, three heroic aviators who will open the first lines of delivery of mail
in unexplored routes.
Martínez Laínez, Fernando. El náufrago de la gran armada, 01/02/2018, Ediciones B, pp.552,
9788490704370, £16.50
The epic story of a survivor from the Invincible Armada defeat at the end of the 16th century.
Moix, Terenci. No digas que fue un sueño, 02/03/2018, Planeta, pp.416, hardback, 9788408182665,
£21.99
Cleopatra mourns the end of her love affair with Marco Antonio on a boat that sails along the Nile. This conflict
of love and passion will lead to new encounters that will inevitably have a fatal destiny. Winner of the Planeta
Award 1986.
Pérez Gellida, César. A grandes males, 08/03/2018, Punto de lectura, pp.688, 9788466343299, £12.99
Last installment of the trilogy "Refranes, canciones y restos de sangre." Erika Lopategui and Ólafur Olafsson
have arrived in Buenos Aires following the trail of the only person who can help them uncover a criminal
organisation.
Posadas, Carmen. La hija de Cayetana, 02/03/2018, Booket, pp.528, 9788467051896, £13.50
An amazing and forgotten episode starring one of the most famous women of Spanish history: Cayetana de
Alba, the unforgettable muse of Goya.
Prada, Juan Manuel de. Mirlo blanco, cisne negro, 06/03/2018, Booket, pp.448, 9788467051582,
£10.99
Aspiring novelist Alejandro is taken under the wing of Octavio, an established but ostracised author. Their
relationship swiftly turns toxic and destructive - but who is using whom?
Reig, Rafael. Señales de humo, 03/10/2017, Maxi-Tusquets, pp.384, 9788490664414, £11.99
Martín is a professor secluded in a mental hospital. He remembers the time when he began to time travel at
a young age, when he tried to commit suicide. Now he no longer controls this at will.
Riera, Carmen. Las últimas palabras, 08/03/2018, Punto de lectura, pp.160, 9788466343275, £11.99
Carme Riera tells the unknown story of a fascinating yet mysterious character: Archduke Ludwig Salvator,
cousin of Empress Sissi of Austria. Winner of the BBVA Sant Joan Award 2016.
Roso, Luis. Aguacero, 01/02/2018, Ediciones B, pp.288, 9788490704363, £15.50
In 1955, Inspector Ernesto Trevejo is commissioned to investigate four crimes in a village in Sierra Madrileña:
two civil guards have been tortured to death, and the mayor and his wife were executed in cold blood.
Ruiz Zafón, Carlos. El laberinto de los espíritus, 05/04/2018, Planeta, pp.928, 9788408186823
Set in Barcelona in the late 1950s, this is the final volume of the trilogy which began with 'La sombra del viento'.
An electrifying tale of passion, intrigue and adventure.
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Sánchez Adalid, Jesús. El mozárabe, 07/03/2018, Harper Bolsillo, pp.768, 9788417216009, £11.99
In the amazing Caliphate of Córdoba, at the end of the first millennium, the lives of two very different men
cross. One is young Abuamir, a Muslim of the small Arab nobility, and the other is Asbag, a Mozarabic
clergyman, called to be the private counsellor of the caliph.
Sanchez-Garnoica, Paloma. El gran arcano, 02/02/2018, Booket, pp.544, 9788408181118, £13.50
Professor Armando Dorado has spent 10 years devoted to the search for bifolios included in an ancient codex,
and just when he seems to have found them, he goes missing. His disciple, Laura and her partner, suspect that
the professor is in danger.
Sanclemente, José. Ilusionarium, 01/09/2017, Roca bolsillo, pp.388, 9788416240838, £11.50
A vibrant thriller in which everything looks like a great magic trick.
Santos, Care. Media vida, 02/02/2018, Destino, pp.416, 9788423353163, £13.50
Premio Nadal de Novela 2017. Through the lives of five friends who met at a convent girl-only school in the
fifties of the XX century, we witness the social changes in Spain.
Uribe, Kirmen. La hora de despertarnos juntos, 02/03/2018, Booket, pp.448, 9788432233357, £13.50
Karmele Urresti stays in her native Ondarroa during the Civil War, while everybody flees into exile. After the
war, she leaves for France, where she meets her husband. Together they cross half of Europe and flee to
Venezuela.
Vázquez Montalbán, Manuel. Los mares del sur, 13/03/2018, Austral, pp.336, 9788408181132, £10.99
A businessman is found dead on a building site on the outskirts of Barcelona. The widow hires Detective Pepe
Carvalho to investigate the events of the last year of the deceased's life, in which he was supposedly travelling
to the Southern Seas.
Villaró, Albert. Guárdame las vacas, 13/02/2018, Destino, pp.192, 9788423353361
Nothing happens in Llobarca, a tiny mountain village near the border with Somorra. Until one day, some
strange movements in an old smugglers' trail disturb the calmness.

Translations into Spanish
Aciman, André. Llámame por tu nombre, 08/02/2018, Alfaguara, pp.280, 9788420473895, £18.99
Translation of "Call Me By Your Name".
Auster, Paul. 4 3 2 1, 28/08/2017, Seix Barral Ediciones, pp.960, 9788432232893, £23.99
Translation of "4 3 2 1".
Brown, Dan. Origen, 04/10/2017, Planeta, pp.640, hardback, 9788408177081, £24.99
Translation of "Origin"
Del Toro, Guillermo. La forma del agua, 27/02/2018, Umbriel, pp.384, hardback, 9788492915996,
£18.99
Translation of "The Shape of Water".
Doyle, Arthur Conan. El regreso de Sherlock Holmes, 20/06/2017, Alianza, pp.448, 9788491047957,
£13.99
After his imminent downfall in "The Adventure of the Final Problem", the renowned detective comes back with
a series of new mysterious cases.
Follett, Ken. Una columna de fuego, 11/09/2017, Plaza & Janes Editores, pp.938, hardback,
9788401018251, £26.50
Translation of "A Column of Fire"
Giordano, Raphaëlle. El día en que los leones comerán ensalada verde, 01/03/2018, Grijalbo, pp.368,
9788425356155, £18.99
Translation from French. English title: "Your Second Life Begins When You Realize You Only Have One".
Kirk, Shannon. El método 15/33, 12/07/2017, B de Bolsillo, pp.368, 9788490703908, £12.99
National Indie Excellence Award for best thriller in 2015. Imagine a vulnerable 16-year-old pregnant girl has
just been kidnapped. Now forget that and imagine a 16-year-old manipulative girl, who is determined to
escape her captor and get revenge.
Matthews, Jason. Gorrión rojo, 12/02/2018, Los Libros del Lince, pp.464, 9788417302054, £21.99
Translation of "Red Sparrow".
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Pamuk, Orhan. La mujer del pelo rojo, 15/03/2018, Literatura Random House, pp.288, hardback,
9788439732563, £21.99
Translation from Turkish. English title: "The Red-Haired Woman".
Pullman, Philip. El libro de la oscuridad - La bella salvaje: Volume 1, 31/10/2017, Roca Editorial, pp.448,
hardback, 9788417092559, £20.50
Translation of "The Book of Dust: La Belle Savauge".
Vuillard, Éric. El orden del día, 06/03/2018, Tusquets Editores, pp.164, 9788490665077, £17.99
Translation from French. English title ' the order of the day'.
Woolf, Virginia. Orlando, 15/02/2018, Editorial Lumen, pp.304, hardback, 9788426404879, £25.50
Translated by Jorge Luis Borges, and illustrated by Jeanette Winterson.

Swedish
New Fiction
Axelsson, Magl. Ditt liv och mitt, 28/02/2018, Bromberg, pp.300, 9789173378482, £8.50
When Märit takes a train and then heads to a cemetery, it is not clear even to herself, what her motivation is.
Somewhere there her brother Lars was buried in a mass grave…
Backman, Fredrik. Och varje morgon blir vägen hem längre och längre, 15/05/2017, Bokförlaget Forum,
pp.85, hardback, 9789137150895, £22.50
Grandpa, Grandma, Ted, and Noah all meet here, in this peculiar space that is growing dimmer and more
confusing all the time. And here is where they will learn to say goodbye, the scent of hyacinths in the air, nothing
to fear.
Beijer, Sandra. Allt som blir kvar, 01/04/2017, Natur och Kultur, pp.206, 9789127151024, £6.50
How does it feel to be young and hip in Stockholm? Read this book by the Swedish most popular blogger to find
out!
Bengtsson, Elin. En vinterlek, 01/05/2017, Novellix, pp.26, 9789175892009, £6.99
The story revolves around the subject of being a teenager and having one's heart broken for the very first time.
Dahl, Arne. Inland, 01/08/2017, Albert Bonniers, pp.399, 9789100173975, £14.50
English title: "Hinterlands". In the breath-taking sequel to the international bestseller “Watching You”, Sam
and Molly are given an assignment with ties to a disturbing case from the past. The murderer has long since
been sentenced and imprisoned, but is he really guilty of the crime?
De La Motte, Anders. Slutet på sommaren, 17/08/2017, Manpocket, pp.380, 9789175037264, £6.50
Late one summer night in 1983, a five-year-old boy disappears from a remote ranch on the southern Swedish
plains. The only trace he leaves behind is a shoe out in the cornfields. Despite the combined efforts of the
community, the boy remains missing and rumours and suspicions run wild.
Engdahl, Horace. Den sista grisen, 01/09/2017, Bonnier, pp.277, 9789174296488, £8.50
Collection of short, often quite provocative texts and aphorisms.
Guillou, Jan. 1968, 01/06/2018, pp.439, 9789164205674, £8.50
1968 was one of the most important years in modern history. Eric Letang, a young lawyer, gets involved in
politics as the revolution spreads across Europe and the US.
Jungstedt, Mari. Det andra ansiktet, 13/04/2017, Albert Bonniers, pp.372, 9789174296174, £7.99
Crime novel. Another case for the Anders Knutas.
Kadefors, Sara. Till varje pris, 01/05/2017, Novellix, pp.26, 9789175891972, £5.50
This short story by a bestselling Swedish author deals with the challenges of life after university: new job, new
colleagues, new apartment...
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Kallentoft, Mons & Markus Lutteman. Bambi, 09/01/2017, Bookmark, pp.388, 9789188345714,
£7.99
Bestseller. After the midsummer party dead bodies are found lying on the rocks. Inspector Zack Herry starts
the investigation.
Khemiri, Jonas Hassen. Ett öga rött, 01/01/2017, Bonniers, pp.252, 9789174295788, £7.99
Bestseller. Halim is in junior high school and has just moved with his father from the immigrant-dominated
suburb where he grew up to inner city Stockholm. To Halim, the move is a great betrayal and a tremendous
loss. What’s more, he fears his father – the old revolutionary – is losing his faith and his spirit. English title: "One
eye red".
—— Montecore: En unik tiger, 01/01/2017, Bonniers, pp.358, 9789174295795, £7.99
A young writer named Jonas Hassen Khemiri, is about to publish his debut novel when he receives a letter from
a man claiming to be his estranged father’s close friend Kadir. English title: "Montecore: The silence of the
tiger".
Lagercrantz, David. Mannen som sökte sin skugga: Millennium V, 07/09/2017, Norstedts
English title: "Girl who takes an eye for an eye".
Mazetti, Katarina. Snö kan brinna, 14/03/2017, Alfabeta, pp.235, 9789150119442, £7.50
Set in the seventies in Umeå, the story follows a group of friends who live as a collective and share all their
happiness and sorrows.
Nesser, Håkan. Eugen Kallmanns ögon, 16/03/2017, Bonniers, pp.543, 9789174295924, £6.50
Small village in the north of Sweden. An investigation is started after the death of a teacher.
—— Nortons filosofiska memoarer, 02/05/2017, Brombergs, pp.90, 9789173378994, £7.50
For all the dog lovers and everyone curious about what we humans may look like from a canine perspective.
Ohlsson, Bengt. Drick värmen ur min hand, 11/04/2017, Månpocket, pp.335, 9789175036533, £7.99
Martin is in the midst of a mid-life crisis when he takes a dog into his care. Soon they become inseparable.
Olsson, Linda. En syster i mitt hus, 10/01/2017, Brombergs, pp.209, 9789173378321, £7.50
Sharp psychological family drama set around the lives of two sisters.
Östlundh, Håkan. Till Sara, sedan bränns allt!, 14/03/2017, Månpocket, pp.395, 9789175036328, £7.99
Loosely inspired by his own family history, the author creates a credible picture of a family split.
Persson Giolito, Malin. Störst av allt, 05/06/2017, Manpocket, pp.368, 9789175036465, £6.50
Winner of the Arets 2016 crime novel prize. The richest and the most vulnerable do not often meet. A teacher
is trying to fight against the status quo, but it all ends badly...
Pleijel, Agneta. Doften av en man, 01/05/2018, Norsedts, pp.291, 9789113087481, £8.50
The protagonist of "The scent of a man", Agneta, is caught in an emotional, ideological and spiritual chaos.
—— En vinter i Stockholm, 13/04/2017, Norstedts, pp.205, 9789113079455, £7.99
A woman abandoned by her lover struggles through a harsh winter.
Roslund & Hellström. Tre minuter: Ewert Grens 7, 13/11/2017, Piratforlaget, pp.570, 9789164205148,
£6.50
Crime. Piet Hoffman is still on the run with his family: his beloved wife Sofia, from whom he can no longer hide
the truth, and his sons, Hugo and Rasmus. Far away from his old haunts in Sweden, Piet has infiltrated the
heart of a cocaine cartel on a mission for the American police.
Roslund & Thunberg. Björndansen, 11/01/2017, Pirat, pp.595, 9789164205100, £7.99
Two bestselling crime writers collaborated on writing this exciting thriller.
Rudberg, Denise. STHLM Queens. Disa, 09/05/2017, Manpocket, pp.243, 9789175036649, £7.99
Chic lit. Disa and her two friends are true Stockholm queens but her life gets messy when Theo enters her life.
Sarenbrant, Sofie. Tiggaren, 12/04/2017, Bookmark Förlag, pp.394, 9789188171122, £6.50
Thriller. Stockholm's beggars are being murdered and the police suspects that they are victims of a psychotic
serial killer. Yet they are unable to stop him...
Sem-Sandberg, Steve. Stormen: En berättelse, 01/08/2017, Bonnier, pp.350, 9789174296471, £6.50
Steve Sem-Sandberg’s new novel is a hypnotic tale of an island, overrun with stories and myths. "The Tempest"
portrays a hatefulness that is inherited generation after generation and a love that will conquer all.
Söderberg, Alexender. Den gode vargen, 18/04/2017, Pocketforlaget, pp.415, 9789175792316, £7.99
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Crime. Third book in the Sophie Brinkmann series. Mafia boss Hector Guzman is hiding away in a convent in
Tuscany hoping to soon regain power and reign over the underworld once more.
Swärd, Anne. Vera, 15/09/2017, Albert Bonniers, pp.344, hardback, 9789100172336, £22.50
Under a false name, young Sandrine comes from the darkness of war into a sun-drenched early summer in
Sweden. The year is 1945. Her only baggage is a child she’s planning to get rid of, and a secret she’s prepared
to do anything to keep.
Widell, Hannah & Amanda Schulman. Flykten, 11/04/2017, Manpocket, pp.265, 9789175036601,
£7.99
Modern romance on complicated relationships and sisterhood.
Wollin, Malin. Till min dotter, 22/05/2017, Pocketforlaget, pp.252, 9789175792361, £7.50
Coming of age story that manages to make one laugh while conveying some serious questions.

Translations into Swedish
Adebayo, Ayobami. Stanna hos mig, 01/07/2018, Pirat, pp.341, 9789164205728, £8.50
Translation of "Stay with me".
Berlin, Lucia. Handbok för städerskor, 05/04/2017, Natur & Kultur, pp.529, 9789127151017, £7.99
Translation of "A manual for cleaning women".
Cline, Emma. Flickorna, 05/05/2017, Natur & Kultur, 9789127152380, £7.99
Translation of "The girls".
Ferrante, Elena. Min fantastiska väninna: Barndom och tonår, 26/05/2017, Norstedts, pp.336,
9789113073347, £6.50
English title: "My brilliant friend". Translation from Italian.
Gyasi, Yaa. Vända hem, 17/01/2018, Norstedts, pp.367, 9789113082752, £6.99
Translation of "Homegoing".
Hawkins, Paula. I djupt vatten, 01/06/2018, pp.231, 9789176795392, £8.50
Translation of "Into the water".
Hesse, Herman. Stäppvargen, 25/04/2017, Bonniers, pp.304, 9789174295771, £7.99
English title: "Steppenwolf". Translation from German.
Honeyman, Gail. Eleanor Oliphant mår alldeles utmärkt, 01/07/2018, Lind Co, pp.411, 9789177793564,
£8.50
Translation of "Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine".
Ishiguro, Kazuo. Återstoden av dagen, 11/01/2018, Bonnier, pp.297, 9789174297126, £7.50
Translation of "The remains of the day".
—— Never let me go, 11/01/2018, Bonnier, pp.318, 9789174296969, £7.50
Kang, Han. Vegetarianen, 08/09/2017, Natur och Kultur, pp.213, 9789127153585, £8.50
English title: "The vegetarian". Translation from Korean.
Meyer, Stephenie. Kemisten, 03/05/2017, 9789175036557, £7.50
Translation of "The chemist".
Moyes, Jojo. Ensam i Paris och andra historier, 09/02/2018, Printz Publishing, pp.286, 9789188261991,
£8.50
Translation of "Paris for one and other stories".
Nesbø, Jo. Midnattssol, 12/01/2017, Bonnier, pp.237, 9789174295672, £8.50
English title: "Midnight sun (Blood on snow 2)". Translation from Norwegian.
—— Törst, 07/12/2017, Bonnier, pp.585, 9789174296686, £6.50
English title: "Thirst". Translation from Norwegian.
Pamuk, Orhan. Den rödhåriga kvinnan, 01/08/2018, Norstedts, pp.284, 9789113085029, £8.50
English title: "The red-haired woman". Translation from Turkish.
Seethaler, Robert. Ett helt liv, 05/05/2017, pp.131, 9789186905507, £6.99
English title: "The whole life". Translation from German.
Yanagihara, Hanya. Ett litet liv, 04/07/2017, Bonniers, pp.732, 9789174296297, £6.50
Translation of "A little life".
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